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Summary

Breast cancer, being the most common cancer among females, is nowadays routinely
diagnosed using X-ray mammography. Though this technique has proven its effective-
ness inmany cases, X-raymammography has some disadvantages like reduced diagnostic
sensitivity for dense breasts, need for strong breast compression and inability to assess
tissues at the molecular level.

Therefore, there is a need of alternative imaging modalities to improve breast cancer
diagnosis. One option is breast scintigraphy, which images the distribution of radiola-
belled molecules, called tracers, that concentrate in the tumours in breasts with a planar
gamma detector. Different tracers react in different physiological processes with tu-
mours. Therefore imaging a specific tracer can reveal the specific pathological process
that is specific for a certain kind of breast tumour. Despite the fact that breast scintigra-
phy has been reported to have improved diagnostic sensitivity in dense breasts compared
to X-ray mammography and does not require strong compression, it offers only 2D im-
ages and information on the third dimension is thus lost. In this research we proposed
a molecular breast tomosynthesis scanner which provides 3D images of the radiotrac-
ers in the breast. In the proposed system, the patient would lie prone on a patient bed
with a hole in which the breast is inserted. Subsequently, two gamma cameras equipped
withmulti-pinhole collimators (therefore the technique is calledmulti-pinholemolecular
breast tomosynthesis, MP-MBT) scan the pendant breast from both sides.

To estimate the performance of MP-MBT, the system was modelled in Monte Carlo sim-
ulations in a clinically realistic setting. The results assured us that it was worth building
a prototype of MP-MBT to further investigate its imaging capability. Besides, voxelized
raytracing (VRT) software developed earlier in our group to accelerate simulations and
facilitate system optimisations was validated with the Monte Carlo simulation results.
Subsequently, VRT was used in further studies in this project.

The promising results of MP-MBT simulations partly relied on a gamma detector with
high spatial linearity over the whole detector surface. However, conventional gamma
detectors used in clinical practice have large dead edges, i.e. about 4 cm from the de-
tector edges is unusable, and a detector with small dead edges would be very expensive,
which may make MP-MBT a less competitive technology. Therefore, in order to have
a gamma detector suitable for MP-MBT, we came up with a few different designs with
NaI(Tl) scintillators and photomultiplier tube (PMT) array readouts and evaluated their
performances with Monte Carlo simulations. From the simulation results, we eventu-
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vi Summary

ally chose a design with a staggered layout of 15 square PMTs, among which two PMTs
detected the optical photons from the scintillator through extra-long additional light-
guides. This gamma detector was built in our lab, and it turned out to have only about
15 mm dead edge (mainly due to the 12 mm sealing).

The customised gamma detector was equipped with a lead multi-pinhole collimator de-
sign based on previous research. The whole gamma camera was mounted on a robot arm
to create a movable scanner. We calibrated the scanner with a point source and scanned
a resolution phantom and a breast phantom to evaluate MP-MBT’s performance. In the
phantom study, the scanner showed the capability of detecting tumours down to 5 mm
when a realistic tracer (technetium sestamibi) concentration was administered.

However, the current prototype is still far from a device that can be used in the clinic
and we have found several problems with MP-MBT, especially the noise pattern in the
reconstructed images, which should be given special attention in the future research.



Samenvatting

Borstkanker, zijnde demeest voorkomende kanker bij vrouwen, is tegenwoordig routine-
matig gediagnosticeerd met behulp van röntgenmammografie. Hoewel deze techniek in
veel gevallen zijn effectiviteit heeft bewezen, heeft röntgenmammografie enkele nadelen,
zoals verminderde diagnostische gevoeligheid voor dichte borsten, behoefte aan sterke
borstcompressie en onvermogen om weefsels op moleculair niveau te beoordelen.

Daarom is er opnieuw een behoefte van alternatieve beeldvormingsmodaliteiten om de
diagnose van borstkanker te verbeteren. Eén optie is borstscintigrafie, waarbij beelden
van de verdeling van de radioactief gemerkte moleculen, genaamd tracers, dat concen-
traat in de tumoren in de borsten met een vlakke gammadetector. Verschillende tracers
reageren in verschillende fysiologische processen met tumoren. Daarom kan beeldvor-
ming van een specifieke tracer het specifieke pathologische proces onthullen dat speci-
fiek is voor een bepaald soort borsttumor. Ondanks het feit dat borstscintigrafie heeft
werd gemeld te hebben verbeterde diagnostische gevoeligheid in dichte borsten in ver-
gelijking met röntgenmammografie en heeft geen sterke compressie nodig, maar biedt
alleen 2D-beelden en informatie over de derde dimensie is dus verloren. In dit onderzoek
hebben we eenmoleculaire borsttomosynthesis scanner voorgesteld die 3D-beelden van
de radiotracers in de borst levert. In het voorgestelde systeem zou de patiënt liggen ge-
voelig op een patiënt bed met een gat waarin haar borst ingebracht. Vervolgens twee
gammacamera’s tussen uitgerust met multi-pinhole collimatoren (dus de techniek multi-
pinhole moleculaire borsttomosynthesis, MP-MBT) scant de hanger borst van beide kan-
ten.

Om de schatting van de prestaties van de MP-MBT, werd het systeem gemodelleerd in
Monte Carlo simulaties in een klinisch realistische setting. De resultaten als zeker van
ons dat het de moeite waard was gebouwd een prototype van MP-MBT om verder te
onderzoeken de beeldvormende mogelijkheden. Trouwens, voxelized raytracing (VRT)
ontwikkelde software eerder in onze groep omde simulatie te versnellen en vergemakke-
lijken systeemoptimalisatie enwerd gevalideerdmet deMonte Carlo simulatie resultaten.
Vervolgens, werd VRT constant gebruikt in verdere studies in dit project.

De veelbelovende resultaten van MP-MBT simulaties waren deels afhankelijk van een
gammadetector met hoge ruimtelijke lineariteit over het hele detectoroppervlak. Ech-
ter, conventionele gammadetectoren die in de klinische praktijk worden gebruikt, hebben
grote dode randen, dat wil zeggen ongeveer 4 cm van de detector randen onbruikbaar,
en een detector met een kleine dode randen zeer duur zou zijn, waarbij MP-MBT min-
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viii Samenvatting

der concurrerend technologie kunnen maken. Daarom, om zo te een gamma-detector
geschikt voor MP-MBT hebben, we kwamen met een paar verschillende ontwerpen met
Nal(Tl) scintillator en fotomultiplicatorbuis (PMT) reeks uitlezingen en evalueerden hun
optredens met Monte Carlo simulaties. Uit de simulatie resultaten, we uiteindelijk voor
een ontwerp met een versprongen inrichting van 15 vierkante PMT’s hebben gekozen,
waaronder tweePMT’s gedetecteerde optische fotonen van de scintillatormet extra lange
additionele lichtgeleiders. Dit gammadetector is in ons lab gebouwd, en deze bleek slechts
ongeveer 15 mm dode rand hebben (voornamelijk door de 12 mm verzegeling).

De aangepaste gammadetector was uitgerust met een lood multi-pinhole collimatoront-
werp op basis van eerder onderzoek. De hele gammacamera werd op een robotarm ge-
muteerd om een beweegbare scanner temaken. We hebben de scanner gekalibreerdmet
een puntbron en een resolutiefantoom en een borstfantoom gescand om de prestaties
van MP-MBT te evalueren. In het fantoomonderzoek toonde de scanner het vermogen
om tumoren tot 5 mm te detecteren wanneer een realistische tracer (technetium sesta-
mibi) concentratie werd toegediend.

Echter, de huidige prototype is nog ver verwijderd van een apparaat dat kan worden ge-
bruikt in de kliniek en we hebben een aantal problemen gevonden met MP-MBT, in het
bijzonder het ruispatroon in de gereconstrueerde afbeeldingen, die moet worden gege-
ven speciale aandacht in de toekomst onderzoek.



1
Introduction

1.1. Breast cancer and current diagnostic technology
Breast cancer is themost common cancer among the female population. In 2012, about 1.7
million women worldwide were diagnosed with breast cancer and over 500,000 died of
this disease. This constitutes 25% of cancer diagnoses and 15% of cancer deaths among
women [1].

Nowadays, X-raymammography is the routine technique to diagnose breast cancer and it
has been proven to be able to effectively detect breast lesions in an early stage [2]. As early
diagnosis and early treatment are key factors in breast cancer survival, the emergence
of X-ray mammography since the 1950s has effectively reduced breast cancer mortality
[3, 4]. Figure 1.1a shows a schematic illustration of the general setup of X-ray mammog-
raphy. In this setup, the breast is fixed and firmly compressed against the X-ray detector
by a compression paddle, behind which an X-ray tube is located. Only part of the X-
rays emitted from the tube penetrate the breast and these are measured with an X-ray
detector. As different tissues in the breast have different attenuation coefficients and
thus absorb different amounts of X-rays, the images obtained from the X-ray detector
provide information on the different tissue structures in the breast. This way, abnormal
tissue structures can be interpreted as being lesions. The compression of the breast by
the paddle is necessary as it reduces two important image-degrading effects. First of all,
breast compression results in a decrease of X-ray scatter, a process in which photons are
deflected from their original path leading to lower image contrast. Secondly, firm com-
pression reduces tissue pile-upmeaning that tumours hidden by anatomically overlaying
healthy tissue.

1
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(a) 

(c) (d) 

(b) 

X-ray mammography Breast scintigraphy 

Figure 1.1: Schematic visualisation of planar X-ray and nuclear imaging of the breast. (a) X-ray mammography in
which the breast is compressed as much as reasonably possible; the X-ray tube which generates X-rays and the
X-ray detector are also shown. (b) Breast scintigraphy in which only mild compression is applied to the breast
for fixation; the tracer which binds to the tumour and emits gamma rays is injected in the arm and transported
to the target through the cardiovascular system (simplified in the figure). (c) An image obtained with X-ray
mammography. (d) An image obtained with breast scintigraphy. (c) and (d) are used with permission of Mayo
Foundation for Medical Education and Research, all rights reserved.

X-ray mammography provides 2D projection images of the compressed breast; in prac-
tice two images are taken in different directions. In principle, if many of such 2D pro-
jections are made at different angles, for example by rotating the detector and the X-ray
tube around the breast, a 3D image of the breast can be computed from all these pro-
jections. If the rotation has an angular range exceeding 180°, such a technique is called
X-ray Computed Tomography (CT). In general purpose CT, the X-ray tube and detec-
tor rotate around the patient’s torso, which leads to significant scatter in the torso and
therefore does not result in high-quality breast images. A breast-specific CT in which
X-ray tube and detector are rotating around the breast is not easy to apply because of
the spatial limitation and its image quality would still be hampered by the scatter in the
uncompressed breast [5]. An X-ray scanner, however, with more limited angular range
around a compressed breast is feasible. Obtaining 3D images from such a limited number
of angles is generally referred to as tomosynthesis, and more specifically by X-ray breast
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tomosynthesis for this specific case. Like CT, X-ray breast tomosysthesis also generates
3D images, but the image quality can be largely non-isotropic, unlike the fully 3D images
from CT. The images from X-ray breast tomosynthesis reduce the tissue pile-up issue,
and thus provide higher diagnostic value than 2D images [6]. Moreover, information on
the 3D shape of the lesion becomes available in breast tomosynthesis [7–9].

Both X-ray mammography and X-ray breast tomosynthesis give a high overall diagnostic
sensitivity of 70% — 90% (with sensitivity being defined as the fraction of breast cancers
diagnosed successfully in examinations) with acceptable radiation dose (0.5 — 1.2 mSv;
compared with a normal annual dose from the environment of 1 — 3 mSv) [10, 11]. X-
ray breast tomosynthesis even provides the 3D information that X-ray mammography
does not. However, these imaging modalities have two main disadvantages. The first
disadvantage is that the diagnostic sensitivity for dense breasts drops significantly to 30%
— 50%, i.e. it becomes very hard to distinguish lesions from normal tissue in dense breast
X-ray images, which is especially disadvantageous as denser breasts are associated with
a higher risk of getting breast cancer [10, 11]. The second disadvantage is that the strong
compression of the breast during an examination is a huge discomfort for many women.
Recently, there are studies showing that less strong compression does not necessarily
reduce breast cancer detectability [12–14]. However, in clinical practice, it is still common
to apply strong compression. All these disadvantages together drive many researchers
to investigate alternatives to X-ray imaging techniques, e.g. magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), ultrasound imaging, optical imaging, and nuclear imaging.

Of these alternative imaging techniques, MRI, ultrasound and optical imaging have the
advantage that no ionising radiation is involved; these techniques are sometimes accom-
panying X-ray mammography to diagnose breast cancer. MRI shows high diagnostic
sensitivity to breast lesions especially for dense breasts (over 80%), but the diagnostic
specificity is relatively low (around 70%; meaning that a large fraction of the MRI diag-
nosed breast lesions are actually benign, but still need to be investigated further with
biopsies) [15, 16]. Moreover, MRI examination is quite expensive and not suitable for ev-
eryone, e.g. for patients with claustrophobia. Ultrasound is a cheap and fast imaging
modality, and a combination of ultrasound and X-ray mammography has been reported
to increase the diagnostic sensitivity [17]. However, the information ultrasound imaging
provides is highly operator-dependent, which means that if the sonographer is not an
expert in breast ultrasound imaging, the images can be easily misinterpreted. Optical
imaging of breast cancers is still largely in the research stage and is probably not going
to become a general clinical technique in the near future as optical photons do not have
enough penetrative power to image lesions deep in the breast [18]. Nuclear imaging, of
which planar scintigraphy, single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and
positron emission tomography (PET) are the most common methods, will be discussed
in the next section.
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1.2.Molecular breast imaging
Medical imagingmodalities are often divided into two categories according to their imag-
ing ‘philosophy’. The first category constitutes structural/anatomical imaging, in which
the position, shape, and structure of certain tissues and organs are visualised. The other
category entails functional/molecular imaging, in which the physiological process of in-
terest is marked and visualised. The aforementioned X-ray mammography, X-ray breast
tomosynthesis, general purpose X-ray CT, MRI, and ultrasound imaging belong to the
structural/anatomical imaging class, while nuclear imaging modalities such as planar
scintigraphy, PET and SPECT are functional/molecular imaging techniques. As func-
tional images reflect the physiological processes inside an organism, function methods
have been widely used in cancer diagnosis, therapy monitoring, pharmaceutical science,
and neuroscience. Figure 1.1c and d show a comparison of 2D images of the same breast
obtained with anatomical imaging (X-ray mammography) and molecular imaging (breast
scintigraphy). It can be seen that although Figure 1.1d does not contain much structural
details, the lesion is clearly emphasised, which indicates that molecular imaging can have
better diagnostic sensitivity and specificity than anatomical imaging.

In planar scintigraphy, SPECT and PET, the patient is injected with a chemical solution, a
so-called tracer, which (in case of cancer imaging) is preferably taken up by tumour cells.
A tracer is radioactive and results in high-energy photons (directly through radioactive
decay or indirectly through electron-positron annihilation), which allow to track the
tracer and thus determine the location of the tumour cells. SPECT, particularly, can
image multiple tracers simultaneously, meaning that multiple tumour metabolic reac-
tions and the relationship between them can be visualised, which is particularly useful in
preclinical studies and interesting in clinic [19–21]. With the development of new trac-
ers, molecular imaging techniques (especially SPECT and PET, but also molecular breast
imaging) may not only be used to locate the tumours, but also characterise them and
even treat them simultaneously [22–24].

Planar scintigraphy and SPECT use single photon emitting radioisotopes as tracers and
collimators to limit the incoming gamma photons’ directions. While planar scintigra-
phy is a direct imaging technique where the measured projections provide the 2D im-
ages, in a SPECT scanner the patient is imaged over an angular range of at least 180°
(in practice usually 360°) and 3D images are computed from the measured projections.
PET uses positron emitting radioisotopes as tracers and coincidence detection of a pair
of annihilation photons resulting from electron-positron annihilation to determine the
line-of-response. From these lines-of-response the 3D distribution of the tracer can
be reconstructed. However, due to the limited availability of PET scanners and trac-
ers, PET is not often used in clinic for breast cancer diagnosis. New PET tracers and
instruments for breast cancer are under development, thus PET may potentially play a
bigger role in breast imaging in the future [25–27]. In this thesis we present a molecu-
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lar breast tomosynthesis (MBT) scanner which, like SPECT, images the 3D distribution of
single gamma photon emitting tracers but does so over a limited range of angles (hence
the name ‘tomosynthesis’ instead of ‘tomography’). It should give similar images as Fig-
ure 1.1d, butwithmore information, as spatial information in the third dimension is added.

Nowadays, several commercial planar breast scintigraphy systems have been developed
[28, 29] and several studies have reported that these can be superior to X-ray imaging in
terms of diagnostic sensitivity, i.e. about 80% — 90%, for dense breasts [11, 30, 31].

While breast scintigraphy can be viewed as the functional version of X-ray mammogra-
phy, the MBT scanner we are developing can be considered as a functional version of
X-ray breast tomosynthesis. In planar breast scintigraphy and MBT, strong compression
of the breast as in X-ray mammography and X-ray breast tomosynthesis is not applied, as
the imaging time is long (typically 10 to 20minutes) and strong compression of the breast
over such a time span is not feasible. Moreover, gamma photons have usually higher en-
ergies than X-ray photons used in breast imaging and the role of scatter in anatomical
and functional imaging is different. Both reasons make mild compression of the breast
in molecular breast imaging less problematic than it would be in X-ray breast imaging.
Additionally, as relatively high-energy gamma photons are used, there is also no reason
to believe that diagnostic sensitivity would depend on breast density; this has indeed
already been demonstrated in planar breast scintigraphy [11, 30, 31].

Figure 1.2a and c shows the design of theMBT scannerwe are developing [32, 33]. The top
of the scanner is a bed on which the patient lies while her breast is inserted into a hole in
the bed. Inside the hole (Figure 1.2a and b), two gamma cameras scan the breast, which
is mildly compressed for fixation, from opposite sides. With the multi-pinhole collimator
shown in Figure 1.2b and d, these two gamma cameras are able to obtain projections
frommultiple angles simultaneously and thus a 3D image of the tracer distribution in the
breast can be calculated from them.

1.3. GammaCamera
Figure 1.3 illustrates the different components of a gamma camera in comparison with
those from a digital optical camera. A gamma camera visualises distributions of gamma
sources while an optical camera visualises optical sources. The collimator in a gamma
camera serves a bit like the lens in an optical camera: the former provides directional in-
formation for the incoming gamma photons, while the latter links the detection positions
of optical photons to those of the optical sources. The gamma detector in Figure 1.3b,
which is made of a scintillator, a light-guide, and a PMT array, serves a similar purpose
as the CCD optical detector in Figure 1.3a: the former gives the positions at which the
gamma photons get absorbed while the latter provides the absorption position of the
optical photons. With knowledge of the detected position of the gamma/optical photon
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Figure 1.2: (a) Inside the hole in the patient bed, two gamma cameras scan the breast from opposite directions;
every gamma camera comprises a collimator and a gamma detector. The critical edge, the upper edge of the
gamma camera close to the patient’s chest wall, is marked; (b) Section pp’ from (a) is shown with the converging
multi-pinhole geometry displayed in detail. (c) Conceptual picture of a MBT scanner with a patient lying on a
bed. (d) A 3D conceptual drawing of the multi-pinhole collimator viewed from the front and back.

and its relationship with the object, a planar image of an object can be obtained.

1.3.1. Collimator

A key difference between collimators and their counterpart camera lenses is that the for-
mer regulate the incoming gamma photons’ directions at the expense of a huge loss of
gamma photons, while the latter does not induce a significant optical photon loss. As
gamma photons are of very high energy compared to optical photons, it is impossible to
use refraction, and thus the strategy of direction control is to shape high-density mate-
rial, e.g. tungsten or lead, in a certain geometry such that gamma photons are selectively
absorbed based on their direction. Figure 1.3b shows a so-called parallel hole collima-
tor, which is the most common type of collimator. It consists of a heavy metal slab with
many small parallel holes inside. Gamma photons travelling in a direction that is approx-
imately parallel to the holes can pass through, while gamma photons in other directions
are absorbed by the slab.

There are also other types of collimators, and the most common type beside the paral-
lel hole collimator is the pinhole collimator. Figure 1.4 shows a comparison between a
parallel hole collimator and a pinhole collimator for mouse imaging. While for the paral-
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of a digital optical camera (a) and a gamma camera (b).

lel hole collimation, the projection on the detector is of the same size as the object, for
the pinhole collimator the projection size depends on the pinhole-object distance and
pinhole-detector distance. If, as Figure 1.4 shows, the pinhole-object distance is smaller
than the pinhole-detector distance, the imagewill be amagnified version of the object. In
all cases, the finite resolution of the gamma detector will cause the detector image to be
blurred. However, when the projection on the detector is magnified, the image resolution
can be better than the intrinsic detector resolution. For small objects, pinhole imaging
is especially beneficial because in this case the pinhole can be placed very close to the
activity (meaning very large magnification factors) while the entire magnified object still
fits the detector.

Parallel hole collimation Pinhole collimation 

Figure 1.4: Illustration of the effect of parallel hole collimation (image has the same size as the object) and
pinhole collimation (image is larger than the object if the image-pinhole distance is larger than object-pinhole
distance).

As the intrinsic detector resolution is no longer a limiting factor, the spatial resolution
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of a pinhole system will largely depend on the diameter of the pinhole. The smaller the
pinhole diameter, the higher the resolution of the system. However, as a trade-off, if the
pinhole diameter is too small, only a very small fraction of emitted gamma photons will
go through the pinhole, and as a result the system sensitivity will be very low [34, 35].
A lower sensitivity means that it takes a longer time or higher amount of radioactive
tracer to get a sufficient amount of photons to obtain a suitable image, which is often not
practical.

To obtain high sensitivity while maintaining the high resolution property of a pinhole
collimator, the concept of focusing multi-pinhole collimation was proposed [36, 37]. In
this concept, multiple pinholes focus on the object and both high sensitivity and high
resolution is achieved at the focus. The focus is small to ensure all pinhole projections fit
onto the detector without much overlapping, and thus multi-pinhole collimator imag-
ing is especially useful for imaging small animals, e.g. mice or rats [38]. Multi-pinhole
collimator-based SPECT has already been widely applied in preclinical and pharmaceu-
tical research with small animals [19, 39–42], and nowadays this technique is extended to
image parts of the human body, like the heart or brain [43–47]. As is shown in Figure 1.2b
and d, the MBT system we are developing is also based on multi-pinhole collimation, and
the technique is thus called multi-pinhole (MP-)MBT [32, 33, 48].

1.3.2. Gammadetector

The gammadetector shown in Figure 1.3b is the earliest design used for scintillation imag-
ing, which was invented by Hal O. Anger in 1950s (therefore dubbed ‘Anger camera’)[49].
It consists of a continuous piece of scintillator, a light-guide, and an array of PMT read-
outs, and today it is still the most widely-used camera design in SPECT because of its
generally good performance and cost-effectiveness [50].

Nowadays, however, there are many different gamma detector designs. The principle on
which the detector operates can be used to categorise detectors into two types. The first
type directly converts gamma photon energy into an electrical signal. These detectors
are mostly made of heavy semiconductor crystals, e.g. germanium, cadmium telluride,
and cadmium zinc telluride [51, 52]. These detectors are compact and have a very high
energy resolution, i.e. one can easily distinguish the photons with desired energy from
other (scattered) photons. Unfortunately prices of semiconductor detectors are also very
high. The second type of gamma detector uses indirect conversion: first the gamma
photon’s energy is converted into an optical signal, and then light sensors convert this
optical signal into an electrical signal. The Anger camera in Figure 1.3b belongs to this
type. The crystal which converts gamma photon energy into an optical signal is called
the scintillator. When a gamma photon entering the scintillator is absorbed, thousands
of optical photons are emitted isotropically, a process called scintillation. Themost com-
monly used scintillator material is sodium iodide (NaI) doped with thallium (Tl). The light
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sensor array mounted on the scintillator records the distribution of the scintillated op-
tical photons and from this distribution, the gamma photon interaction position in the
scintillator can be estimated. The light sensors used in scintillation gamma detectors are
mostly photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) [49, 50]. CCD sensors are not sensitive enough and
are very expensive in large sizes, so they are not often the first choice in gamma cam-
eras [53]. The scintillator is typically a few to a few tens of millimetres thick, while the
size of the PMT’s sensitive area ranges from a few millimetre to a few tens of millimetre
(in medical imaging applications). If only one light sensor detects the scintillated optical
photons, the resolution would be the size of the light sensor, which is often not enough.
In order to let more light sensors detect the optical photons from each scintillation, a
light-guide (made of glass or another transparent material) is often placed between the
scintillator and the light sensor array.

For every gamma photon interaction in the scintillator-based gamma detector, each light
sensor will give a signal representing the amount of optical photons from this interaction
location reaching this light sensor. The light sensors close to the interaction position will
receive more optical photons, i.e. higher signal, and the light sensors far away from the
interaction position will get lower signal. Based on the relative intensity of these signals,
the interaction position can be estimated. Conventional gamma detectors with PMT out-
put used a resistor/capacitor network to calculate the interaction position analogously
with a weighted average method (the average of all PMT outputs to an interaction event
weighted by the PMTpositions). Thismethod is called Anger logic, named after the inven-
tor Hal O. Anger as well [49]. Nowadays, the available electronic technology facilitates
us to process the PMT signals with more complex algorithms, but Anger logic is still a
good starting point of gamma photon interaction position estimation. The detector de-
signed for MP-MBT also uses a NaI(Tl) scintillator readout by a PMT array (a modified
Anger camera) with an Anger-like algorithm as the start of interaction position estima-
tion. This is an affordable and technically mature solution which has been proven to be
good enough in most large-area detection cases.

As Anger logic uses a weighted average algorithm to estimate the interaction position, its
performance is compromised near the edges of scintillator, which is often referred to as
the dead edge problem. Conventional gamma detectors used in full-body SPECT systems
have dead edges as large as the radius of PMTs used (about 40mm). But fortunately these
gamma detectors are large, and they need to rotate over 180° during the imaging process,
so the dead edges can be compensated by the movement and usually does not lead to a
serious degradation of the reconstructed images. However, in the MP-MBT system in
Figure 1.2, the upper edge of the gamma camera is very close to the chest wall, and if
conventional gamma detectors were to be used in this application, the scanner can hardly
image this upper edge. For this reason, solving this dead edge issue is one of the topics
of this thesis, and throughout it the upper edge of the gamma camera will be referred to
as the critical edge.
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1.4. Outline of the thesis
This thesis focuses on the experimental realisation of a MP-MBT prototype scanner. The
initial design and estimated performance of the scanner were studied in an earlier sim-
ulation study [32], and in Chapter 2, a full Monte Carlo simulation of the entire scanner
was done. This not only validated the quick simulation method used for earlier system
optimisation (voxelized raytracing), but also provided the first analysis of the influence
of scattered photons on the images

In Chapter 3, we attempt to solve the dead edge issue of the gamma detector. In a Monte
Carlo simulation study, we simulated several possible affordable detector geometries all
based on the use of continuous NaI(Tl) scintillators that are read out by PMTs. Uncon-
ventional light-guide geometries which allowed us to effectively realise small-sensitive
area PMTs near the critical edge in a cost-effective way were proposed. We evaluated
which design gave the best overall performance and met our needs.

The best performing gamma detector in Chapter 3 was built and is experimentally eval-
uated in Chapter 4. We overcame the engineering difficulties, acquired the necessary
parts, and manufactured several customised components. A thorough evaluation of the
detector in terms of its spatial resolution, spatial linearity, energy resolution, and unifor-
mity was performed. We concluded that the built detector was a cost-effective solution
to the dead edge problem and that it met our requirements for the MP-MBT detector.

With the gamma detector at hand, we manufactured a multi-pinhole collimator that was
optimised for MP-MBT [33]. Together with several support parts, a proof-of-concept
setup of MP-MBT was built. In Chapter 5, an evaluation of the prototype MP-MBT scan-
ner was given based on the measurement with resolution phantom and breast phantom.
The experimental results showed that the aimed 3Ddetection of sub-centimetre tumours
was achieved.

In the end, a concluding Chapter 6was given, as well as a discussion of current problems
and suggestions for future research.
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A ccurate gamma photon transport simulations of emission tomography systems are
important to optimise system geometries and for iterative image reconstruction.

Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) is widely established for this purpose but has the dis-
advantage of being prohibitively slow. Voxelized RayTracing (VRT) can be used as an
alternative but the accuracy of VRT needs to be assessed for each simulation task at
hand. The aim of this work is to propose and validate dedicated VRT code for a novel
radionuclide-based multi-pinhole molecular breast tomosynthesis (MP-MBT) scanner.

The MP-MBT system images radionuclide distributions in a mildly compressed breast
using two opposing gamma cameras, each equipped with a focusing multi-pinhole
collimator, that slide along opposite sides of the breast. VRT simulates gamma pho-
ton transport by tracing rays efficiently through the voxelized phantom, collimator,
and detector volumes using Siddon’s raytracing algorithm, accelerated by dual-grid
methods. To assess its accuracy, we compare point spread functions (PSFs) calculated
with VRT for different voxel sizes with those generated by the established MCS toolkit
GATE. Furthermore, VRT andMCS-simulated projections of realistic anthropomorphic
XCAT phantoms with different compressed breast sizes are compared, as well as re-
constructed images obtained from these projections.

With VRT, PSFs for MP-MBT can be simulated accurately when the fine voxel size of
VRT’s dual-grid is 1/8 mm. Reaching a similar deviation from noiseless PSFs takes
29300 times longer with full MCS than with VRT. Furthermore, XCAT phantom sim-
ulations show that VRT-generated projections are very close to MCS-generated low-
noise projections when these are corrected for scatter by the Triple Energy Window
method. However, we also find that primary gamma photons from the torso may in
some cases reach the detector, meaning that torso activity should not be neglected in
VRT. Finally, reconstructed images obtained from projections generated by VRT and
MCS are visually very similar and have no significant difference in contrast and noise
characteristics.

We conclude that VRT can accurately and efficiently simulate MP-MBT even though it
neglects scattered photons originating from the torso.

2.1. Introduction
Imaging of radiolabelled molecule distributions is gaining popularity for breast cancer
diagnosis. Recently, several breast-specific gamma cameras have been proposed and
significant advances in sensitivity of these cameras have been made [29, 55–60]. Next
to these planar gamma cameras, there is also a growing interest in 3D molecular breast
imaging. General purpose single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and
positron emission tomography (PET) are not ideal for breast imaging because they of-
ten provide no higher diagnostic sensitivity and specificity than planar systems [30, 61].
Therefore, dedicated 3Dmolecular breast imaging techniques are being investigated [62–
71]. Recently, we proposed dedicated molecular breast tomosynthesis based on sliding
multi-pinhole collimators, MP-MBT [32, 46].
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To investigate the performance of MP-MBT and to further optimise its design, its acqui-
sition, and its reconstruction parameters, efficient simulation algorithms are useful. To
be able to evaluate images that could be acquired with MP-MBT, one has to be able to
generate both noisy ensembles of projections of realistic distributions, as well as the vir-
tually noiseless point spread functions (PSFs, the detector’s response to a point source of
activity) that are used in image reconstruction. Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) is a pow-
erful technique for assessing gamma photon transport [72] and its accuracy has been ex-
tensively validated in the scientific community. However, MCS is also notoriously time-
consuming [73–75].

Several ways to speed up MCS exist, such as applying a large production threshold for
secondary particles [76, 77], ignoring some of the physics processes generating secondary
particles [78–80] or optimising code for a specific application [81]. New implementation
strategies based on graphics processing units (GPUs) have also recently become available
[82–84]. Another class of accelerated MCS uses variance reduction techniques such as
forced detection, angular response function modelling or fictitious interaction [73, 74,
85–91]. However, even with modern hardware and advanced acceleration techniques,
for certain applications, MSC is still prohibitively slow and complete system simulations
often take days [84, 91].

If the effects of scatter are negligible or correctable in a gamma imaging system, a sim-
ulation that only models attenuation but ignores scatter is a possible way to reduce cal-
culation time. This can be done using a simple raytracing algorithm, in which the paths
from the gamma source to the detector are tracked and attenuation of gamma photons
along these paths is calculated. Analytical raytracing software, in which phantom, colli-
mator and detector geometries are described by analytical functions, has been used to
generate PSFs for simple imaging systems quickly and noiselessly [92–94]. For compli-
cated geometries which are difficult to describe analytically, such as irregular phantoms
in CT and SPECT, discrete raytracing, in which geometries are represented by a finite
number of voxels or layers, is more practical [95–101]. Among these discrete raytracers,
those that use a representation of volumes in cubic voxels (Voxelized RayTracing, VRT)
are the most straightforward and suitable to represent highly irregular structures.

Voxelization of continuous structures introduces simulation errors since edges are no
longer smooth but composed of cubic elements. The use of very fine voxels can reduce
the error but puts a strain on memory requirements and slows down computation time.
Solutions that have been proposed to circumvent the issue of balancing accuracy and
simulation time in volume representation include using hybrid analytical-voxelized rep-
resentations [85], employing non-cubic voxel shapes [102, 103] or using a spatial subdi-
vision method such as an octree voxel size structure [104, 105]. Octree is a method for
describing an object by repeatedly dividing a cubic voxel into eight smaller cubic regions
until each region becomes homogeneous. It has been applied in medical imaging simu-
lations [106–110] and is, nowadays, widely used in 3D graphics for representing irregular
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volumes.

In previous medical imaging instrumentation research in which VRT was applied, only
phantoms or detectors were represented by voxels [95–99, 101, 111]. In contrast, we de-
veloped VRT software in which all volumes (gamma emitter, phantom, collimator and
gamma detector) are voxelized. Fixed voxel sizes are used in phantoms and detectors, but
in the collimator volume for which precise geometrical knowledge is crucial and through
which raytracing is most time-consuming, a form of an octree-like voxel structure with
two different voxel sizes is used. Though VRT provides an attractive alternative to MCS
in testing system geometries such as MP-MBT, its validity lies in the prerequisite that
scatter is negligible or correctable. As tracer uptake in breast imaging is relatively high
in organs such as the liver and heart [112, 113], a careful assessment of its contribution in
our MP-MBT system is required. For other breast gamma imaging geometries, different
amounts of scatter contamination were reported and it is thus not a priori clear what the
amount of scatter is in MP-MBT [63, 114–119].

The aim of this paper is to propose our specific VRT implementation and to validate the
use of VRT for MP-MBT. To this end VRT is compared against the MCS software package
GATE (GEANT4 Application in Tomographic Emission [76, 77]) which is considered to be
the gold standard. PSFs, projections, and reconstructed images of the anthropomorphic
XCAT phantom [120] are generated by both software packages and simulation accuracy
of VRT and its dependence on collimator volume voxel size settings are analysed.

2.2.Methods

2.2.1. MP-MBT

The novel MP-MBT concept (shown in Figure 2.1) was proposed in [32, 46] in which a de-
tailed description can be found. MP-MBT aims to image the distribution of single-gamma
emitting tracers in the breast to detect possible malignancies. The breast is pendant
through a hole in the patient bed (equipped with 3.2 mm thick lead for shielding) and
is mildly compressed at levels similar to planar molecular breast imaging [29] with opti-
cally transparent plates, throughwhich optical cameras (not shown in Figure 2.1) view the
breast. These optical cameras generate images, fromwhich users can select a volume-of-
interest which is to be imaged. Imaging takes place by the two gamma cameras located
underneath the patient bed, each equipped with a multi-pinhole collimator focusing on
a volume smaller than the whole breast, cf. Figure 2.1b. The gamma cameras slide to var-
ious positions during scanning in order to cover the region designated by the user. Each
of the 5 mm thick collimator plates, made of tungsten alloy (97% tungsten, 1.5% nickel,
and 1.5% iron), has 42 round knife-edge pinholes. An 8 mm-thick shielding plate made
of the same material is located between gamma detector and collimator plate. It has 42
rectangular holes, each of them corresponding to one of the pinholes in the collimator
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respectively avoiding different pinhole projections from overlapping on the gamma de-
tectors. Gamma detectors are assumed to consist of 250×150×9.5 mm3 NaI(Tl) crystals
read out by a PMT array. For 140 keV gamma photons (from 99mTc-Sestamibi, the most
prominent tracer for breast tumour detection), 90% detection efficiency can be achieved
by NaI of this thickness. With the projections obtained from the two gamma cameras, the
3D tracer distribution in the breast can be reconstructed using amaximum likelihood ex-
pectation maximisation algorithm [32, 121].

Figure 2.1: (a) Geometry ofMP-MBTwith the XCAT torso phantomplaced in the scanner. The dotted rectangular
box indicates the part of the torso phantom included in GATE simulations but not in VRT. The two gamma
cameras can slide to different locations (indicated by the arrows) to focus on different parts of the breast. (b) A
cross section through the gamma camera geometry (plane PP’ in (a)). All dimensions are in millimetre (mm).

2.2.2. VRT

VRT uses voxelized models of the detectors, collimators, phantoms, and the distribution
of single-gamma emitters as its input. Each voxel is assigned a value which corresponds
to the linear attenuation coefficient 𝜇 of its material at the energy of the gamma-emitter.
When a gamma photon path crosses a voxel, the path length 𝐿 through this voxel is ob-
tained. Siddon’s raytracing algorithm is used to quickly calculate path lengths in voxels
[95]. Lambert-Beer’s law,

𝑃 = 𝑒 , (2.1)

is then used to calculate the transmission probability 𝑃 through the voxel. During ray-
tracing, the transmission probabilities in the voxels that the ray passes are multiplied
giving a total transmission probability. As there is always a finite probability for a gamma
photon to pass through phantom and collimator, one could in principle calculate the full
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transmission probability along every simulated gamma ray path. However, many gamma
rays pass through large amounts of collimatormaterial (tungsten alloy), making the trans-
mission probability extremely small and it is computationally inefficient to keep track
of all these paths. We, therefore, set a cut-off of 10-5 (2.76 mm collimator material) on
the transmission probability through phantom and collimator below which raytracing is
stopped.

The surface of the gamma detector is divided into detector pixels and each pixel is sub-
divided into 4×4 subpixels. For projection image assessment the pixel size is set to 1 mm,
while for PSF assessment 0.5 mm is used. Gamma photons from each source position
are tracked to the centres of all subpixels. The solid angle of each subpixel is taken into
account bymultiplying the transmission probability through the collimator of the gamma
photons by the geometrical factor

𝑃 = 𝑑 sin 𝜃
4𝜋𝑅 , (2.2)

where 𝑅 is the distance from the voxel centre to the detector subpixel centre, 𝑑 is the
detector subpixel size, and 𝜃 is the angle of incidence of the gamma photon (see Fig-
ure 2.2a).

Figure 2.2: (a) The geometrical parameters used in Equation 2.2; (b) Illustration of the detector subpixel approach
used in VRT. With the subpixel approach, the detection probability at pixel P1 is the sum of the absorption
probabilities of subpixel p’1 — p’4, determined by path length L1 — L4. Discretisation errors are reduced by
this subpixel approach.

The gamma photon is subsequently tracked through the continuous NaI(Tl) gamma de-
tector which is represented in a voxelized form as well: it is subdivided into rectangu-
lar voxels with the length of each voxel being equal to the detector crystal’s thickness
(9.5 mm) and the area having the size of a detector subpixel. In the gamma detector,
Lambert-Beer’s law is again used to calculate the absorption probability in each detec-
tor voxel. Note that gamma photons that reach the detector under an angle can pass
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different rectangular voxels and this way the varying depth-of-interaction in the detec-
tor is simulated (see Figure 2.2b). The attenuation coefficient of the detector is set to
0.217 mm-1. This number is higher than the attenuation coefficient that solely includes
photoelectric effect but lower than the total attenuation coefficient for 140 keV gammas
in NaI (including Compton scatter). In fact, we set the attenuation coefficient such that
the number of detected gammas in VRT with this attenuation coefficient is equal to the
number of detected gammas found in the ±10% photopeak from GATE simulated PSFs.
Thus, the added detector efficiency due to gamma photons undergoing multiple inter-
actions in the scintillator is accounted for in VRT, but the scatter process itself which
may impact spatial resolution is not taken into account. Finally, for each source position,
absorption probabilities in all 4×4 detector subpixels corresponding to a detector pixel
are added. The detector projection image acquired is then blurred with a Gaussian filter
with 3.2 mm FWHM in order to simulate the intrinsic detector resolution. The idea of
subdividing detector pixels to enhance modelling accuracy has been successfully applied
in [101, 111] and the usefulness of this approach in MP-MBTwill be evaluated in the results
section.

The voxel sizes of collimator and shielding plates can have a significant impact on sim-
ulation results and they thus have to be chosen carefully. Generally, a small voxel size
is preferable because it allows to better approximate the continuous structures in the
geometry, but it also puts a strain on memory requirements and simulation time. To
circumvent this issue, a dual-grid approach is used based on the idea of octree struc-
ture [105, 110]. Figure 2.3 is a 2D illustration of this approach: two different voxel sizes, a
coarse one and a fine one, are used for the collimator/shielding volume. Initially, a pho-
ton is traced through the coarse voxel volume. In the coarse voxel volume, each voxel
is designated to have one particular linear attenuation coefficient or it is assumed to be
‘mixed’ (i.e. the coarse voxel contains fine voxels with different linear attenuation coeffi-
cients). When a gamma ray is tracked through the coarse voxels, cumulative attenuation
in the non-‘mixed’ voxels is calculated. When the ray reaches a ‘mixed’ voxel, VRT looks
for the fine grid of this coarse voxel and continues raytracing in the fine voxels until the
ray exits this coarse voxel. VRT checks whether the probability of transmission is lower
than the cut-off after every fine/coarse voxel tracing.

With this dual-grid raytracing approach, the voxel size of the fine volume determines
the accuracy of simulation while the combination of fine and coarse voxel sizes sets the
computational speed. In this paper we first test six fine voxel sizes (1/2 mm, 1/4 mm,
1/8 mm, 1/16 mm, 1/32 mm, 1/40 mm) to determine the accuracy that we can achieve
(with coarse voxel size fixed at 1 mm). Then, in order to optimise speed, we check six
coarse voxel sizes (1/4 mm, 1/2 mm, 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, 5 mm) to find out which one
allows for the highest speed (with the optimal fine voxel size found above).
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of dual-grid representation of collimator. The pinhole collimator volume consists of
two materials: tungsten alloy (black) and vacuum (white). The grey coarse voxels are designated to be ‘mixed’
material and rays through these voxels are tracked on a finer volume.

2.2.3.MCS

To validate VRT,we use theMCSpackageGATE [76, 77], which iswell-validated in gamma-
ray imaging, radiation therapy, X-ray imaging, and optical imaging [122–129]. GATE 7.0
with Geant4 9.6 running on a CentOS 6.6 cluster is used. Only photoelectric effect,
Compton scattering, and Rayleigh scattering are included in the physics list, since other
physics processes are not expected to play major roles in our application [78–80]. The
same geometry as simulated with VRT is also built in GATE. As we aim to assess the in-
fluence of finite voxel size in VRT, the collimator and shielding plates are generated with
analytical shapes (head-to-head cones, trapezoids, and boxes), such that the GATE sim-
ulation does not suffer from discretisation effects due to the finite voxel size. The adder
digitizer is applied to GATE outputs, which automatically records the interaction time,
deposited energy, and energy-weighted averaged scintillator interaction position [76].
Gaussian blurring of energy is applied to each detector pixel to achieve 9% FWHM en-
ergy resolution, and Gaussian blurring in the spatial domain is also applied to simulate
3.2 mm FWHM resolution (as is done in VRT). To note, the blurring in energy and spatial
domain acts as an acceleration factor of MCS and reduces noise. As we aim to compare
GATE simulations with noiseless VRT, such a noise reduction is desirable. A difference
betweenGATE photon tracking and VRT is that in GATE the gamma photons can be emit-
ted in any possible direction, while in VRT only gamma photon paths from the centres
of the gamma source voxels to the centres of the detector subpixels are accounted for.
Figure 2.4 shows one of the two gamma cameras in GATE.

2.2.4. VRT accuracy and fine voxel size optimisation

To study the accuracy of VRT for different voxel sizes (of the fine volume), PSFs are ob-
tained with VRT and GATE from point sources (ideal point source of infinitely small size)
placed in the vacuum at 36 locations in front of the gamma camera (the blue crosses in
Figure 2.4). The position designated by ax1 is 11.5 mm from the front surface of the col-
limator plate and right on the axis of the central pinhole. The vertical interval (e.g. a-b
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Figure 2.4: The gamma camera geometry used in GATE based on analytical shapes. (a) Front view of collimator;
(b) cross section of the plane marked by a red dashed line in (a). The blue crosses indicate the locations where
point sources are simulated to obtain the system’s PSFs.

distance) between these locations is 20 mm, the horizontal interval (e.g. 1-2 distance) is
10mm, and the depth interval (e.g. x-y distance) is 20mm. These 36 positions cover about
a quarter of the field of view and are representative of the whole field of view due to the
symmetric allocation of the pinholes. Therefore, the voxel sizes optimised for these PSFs
should also be the optimal voxel sizes for calculating the whole system matrix (contain-
ing all PSFs). To find how the fine voxel size influences accuracy, a sufficiently long GATE
simulation of 5×1010 isotropic emissions is done to obtain an almost noiseless reference
PSF at each source location. The normalised root-mean-square error (NRMSE) between
the PSFs obtained by VRT simulations with different fine voxel sizes (see 2.2.2) and the
reference PSFs is calculated. It is defined by

NRMSE , =
√∑ ∑ ( ( , ) ( , ))

×
𝑛 , − 𝑛 ,

, (2.3)

where 𝑥 and 𝑦 are detector pixel indices. There are 𝑋 × 𝑌 pixels in every PSF image and
𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦) and 𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦) are the number of counts in detector pixel (𝑥, 𝑦) obtained
with GATE and VRT respectively. 𝑛 , −𝑛 , is the range of counts in the PSF
obtained by GATE. The average NRMSE over PSFs from all 36 positions (referred to as a
PSF-set) is calculated for each of the fine voxel sizes tested for VRT. In this comparison,
the voxel size of the coarse volume, which does not influence simulation accuracy but
only affects simulation time, is fixed to be 1 mm. The detector pixel size is fixed at 0.5 mm
for all PSF simulations.

2.2.5. VRT time-efficiency and coarse voxel size optimisation

To optimise the time-efficiency of VRT, the same PSFs as described in 2.2.4 are again sim-
ulated with the optimised fine voxel size for 6 different VRT coarse voxel sizes (see 2.2.2)
and the simulation times are recorded. This way the coarse voxel size which resulted in
the fasted simulation could be determined.
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Subsequently, we compare the time-efficiency of VRT with optimised voxel settings to
that of GATE. For a comparison, one has to choose a setting for the number of photons
tracked in GATE. For the validation study, we track 5×1010 photons at each point source
position as this results in almost noiseless PSFs and can thus serve as a gold standard.
If fewer photons are tracked, PSFs become noisier and thus starts to deviate from the
gold standard. Although this deviation from the gold standard is due to different reasons
than the deviation obtained with VRT (which can be due to neglect of physics processes,
due to scatter, or due to discretisation effects) we choose to determine the relative time-
efficiency of VRT compared to GATE, by comparing the time it takes for GATE to arrive at
the same difference level from the gold standard as VRT (again characterised by NRMSE).
To this end, PSF-sets from GATE simulations with a series of different numbers of emis-
sions are generated and NRMSE from the gold standard is calculated for each of them.
Moreover, as is mentioned in 2.2.3, GATE simulation results are blurred in energy and
spatial domain with Gaussian kernels in order to mimic the desired energy and spatial
resolution. The use of a kernel-based way of simulating resolution instead of picking a
random detector position and energy value from the detector response function (a full
MCS) is a way of accelerating MCS and it is very useful in case one is interested in noise-
less PSFs. Throughout this paper, we use accelerated MCS to avoid too lengthy simu-
lations, but in the time-efficiency comparison, we also provide acceleration factors of
VRT with respect to full MCS, in which the interaction energy and position are, instead
of blurred, randomised according to a 9%-FWHM and 3.2 mm-FWHM Gaussian distri-
bution respectively. In our time comparison study, all simulations are executed on the
same multi-CPU computer cluster, and 25 CPUs are used.

2.2.6. Projection image comparison

In MP-MBT, the scattered gamma photons from torso and breast can be detected by the
gamma detector and if the energy of these scattered photons is within the photopeak
window, they will usually add a rather continuous background to the projection image.
As tracer uptake in organs is rather high in breast imaging, scatter is a topic of concern in
molecular breast imaging and in some designs high energy resolution gamma detectors
are used [55, 57, 58]. The amount of scatter that will be detected depends on the exact
system’s geometry and different studies have reported very different numbers [63, 114–
119].

It is thus important to evaluate the influence of scatter in MP-MBT with a realistic an-
thropomorphic phantom. For this reason, we implement the well-known XCAT phantom
with heart, liver, torso, and deformable breasts in the GATE simulation, see Figure 2.1
[120, 130, 131]. Instead of using dual-grid voxels, the voxel sizes of the XCAT phantom
are fixed: the torso, including the heart and the liver, is voxelized to a 3.2 mm grid, and
the breast is voxelized to a 0.8 mm grid. Two breast sizes are checked: a 400 mL breast
compressed to a thickness of 55mm (a commonB-cup breast), and a 1300mLbreast com-
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pressed to a thickness of 85 mm (a common D-cup breast). The latter breast is shown
in Figure 2.1. To note, the distance between the two collimators is larger than the thick-
ness of the breast because of the 7 mm thick compression plate. The tracer uptake that
we assumed in different organs is listed in Table 2.1. These are typical numbers found in
practice if 925 MBq 99mTc-Sestamibi is injected to the patient [63, 112, 113, 118, 132–134].

Table 2.1: Tracer uptake in different tissues

Tissue Uptake (kBq/mL)

Breast 3.7
Torso 3.7
Heart 55.5
Liver 55.5

In GATE, the detected photons are categorised according to their origin and interactions
they have undergone: they are listed to be either breast-emitted or torso-emitted, and
scattered or non-scattered. This waywe are able to divide the total energy spectrum into
different categories in order to better pinpoint which photons cause possible differences
with VRT. Moreover, we apply the widely acknowledged Triple-Energy Window (TEW)
scatter correctionmethod to GATE simulated projections, in order to check if the scatter
can be estimated this way [135]. We set a ±10%photopeakwindow (126— 154 keV), a 14 keV
wide left side window (119 — 133 keV), and a 14 keV wide right side window (148 — 161 keV).
For a certain detector pixel with 𝑁 counts in the left side window and 𝑁 counts in the
right side window, scatter is then estimated to be

𝑁 = 𝑁 + 𝑁
2 × 28 keV14 keV × 0.6. (2.4)

To note there is a factor 0.6 in Equation 2.4, which aims to make the total counts after
TEW correction the same as acquired with VRT. In reality, when the number of scattered
photons is not known one may base this number either on simulations or different val-
ues may be tested in an optimisation study. We subtract this scatter estimate from the
simulated projections to obtain TEW-corrected projections. The occurrence of negative
values in the projections is prevented by setting them to zero. Note that the comparison
of VRT images with scatter-corrected GATE images is relevant to assess bias as in real
scanners a TEW-based scatter correction method is commonly applied.

Full projection images (with scatter), scatter-freeGATEprojections, TEW-correctedGATE
projections, and VRT projections of the same phantom scan are compared. To note, in
the VRT simulations, only the compressed breast phantom is included while the torso
phantom is neglected. Additionally, in generating projections, VRT only tracks the rays
through the breast phantom (single-grid). The subsequent raytracing through the colli-
mator (dual-grid) is done using previously acquired PSFs that were stored on disk. The
transmission probability obtained from raytracing through the phantom is then multi-
plied by the corresponding collimator raytracing transmission factor. This gives exactly
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the same results as a complete raytracing simulation from each activity containing voxel
in the phantom through the collimator to the detector but is more efficient.

2.2.7. Image reconstruction

The comparison of PSFs and projection images allows to estimate how accurate VRT is in
the noiseless case and to which extent the TEW method corrects for the bias caused by
scattered photons. However, when simulating reconstructed images with realistic noise
levels, neglecting scattermay also lead to an underestimation of noise in images as detec-
tor images of scattered photons are noisy themselves. To better investigate the impact of
this, we also simulated a full scan of the 400 mL breast phantom with a 6.0 mm diameter
spherical lesion inside (see Figure 2.5) using both GATE and VRT to obtain projection im-
ages. For normal breast tissue and organs we assume the realistic activity levels provided
in Table 2.1 while the lesion uptake is taken to be 37 kBq/mL, 10 times as high in normal
breast tissue. The total scan time is assumed to be 10 minutes. In case GATE is used to
simulate projection images, the number of gamma emissions corresponding to the given
activity levels and scan time are simulated. When VRT is used, noiseless projection im-
ages are generated (similar as described in 2.2.6) after which Poisson noise is applied. In
order to be able to acquire 3D reconstructions, projection images are acquired for a total
of 170 different positions of the sliding gamma detectors. Precise infor-mation on the
positions used and other scan details can be found in [32].

Figure 2.5: A slice of the XCAT breast phantom with a 6 mm diameter lesion inside. The red circle labels the
lesion, and the green polygon marks the background.

The projections generated by either GATE or VRT are used as the input of a maximum
likelihood estimation maximisation (MLEM) reconstruction algorithm, while the system
matrix used in MLEM in both cases is generated by VRT. Data acquired from different
gamma detector positions are all simultaneously taken into account in image reconstruc-
tion [121]. In case GATE-generated projections are used, TEW scatter correction is ap-
plied to compensate for scatter from the breast and torso. In that case, scatter images
are obtained in the same way as in 2.2.6 but an additional Gaussian filter with 11.8 mm
FWHM is applied to smoothen them. The reason to blur the scatter images is to limit
the noise amplification due to TEW correction as is usually done [136, 137]. The scatter
images are then added to the simulated projections in the denominator of the MLEM al-
gorithm similar as summarised in [138]. Note that the size of the smoothing filter and the
side windows chosen are not optimised in this study. While voxel size of the phantom
in VRT and GATE simulations was set to 0.8 mm, voxel size of reconstructed images was
1.6 mm, in order to mimic a realistic continuous activity distribution.
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Ten GATE simulations and ten noise realisations of VRT-simulated projections are used
to generate reconstructed images. Besides visually comparing reconstructed images, we
also compared the mean contrast of the lesion over the background, as well as the noise
as standard deviation in the background. Figure 2.5 shows how we defined the regions
used; the area inside the 6 mm diameter red circle is considered to be lesion area, while
the area > 3 mm outside the red circle but still inside the green polygon is considered to
be background area.

2.3. Results

2.3.1. VRT accuracy for generating PSFs

In Figure 2.6, an example PSF profile is shown for collimators parametrised by different
fine volume voxel sizes. From this image, one can see that the setting of the fine voxel
size influences the accuracy of generating PSFs, especially near the PSF’s maximum. The
counts of the GATE-generated PSF (considered to be the ground truth) are normalised
to the total number of emissions of the point source (5×1010) so that the total counts in
a PSF represent the sensitivity of the scanner. No scaling factor needs to be applied to
VRT-generated PSFs as solid angle is taken into account. As explained in the method
section, photons that scatter in the collimator or scintillator and end up being detected
in the photopeak are included in GATE-generated PSFs.

Figure 2.6: (a) Simulated PSF profiles for the cy3 location (see Figure 2.4). GATE generated PSFs and VRT gen-
erated PSFs using different fine collimator volume voxel sizes are shown; (b) is the enlarged view of the part of
(a) in the black dotted box.

In Table 2.2, the differences between VRT-simulated PSFs and GATE-simulated reference
PSFs are quantified by means of the NRMSE, averaged over the 36 point source positions.
The maximum difference over the 36 positions is also provided. From the table, we can
infer that the differences between VRT and reference PSFs become smaller when the fine
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volume voxel size is decreased from 1/2 mm to 1/8 mm. Therefore we choose 1/8 mm
to be the fine voxel size in subsequent simulations. For smaller voxel sizes the error does
not decrease anymore and even slightly increases. This slight unexpected increase will
be discussed later. In the current VRT simulation, every detector pixel is divided into 4×4
subpixels in the simulation. Without this subpixel approach, the NRMSE and maximum
difference for the 1/8 mm fine voxel size increase to 0.230% and 11.83% respectively.
Therefore, the subpixel approach does improve the accuracy of VRT and is also applied
in the subsequent comparison.

Table 2.2: Comparison of different voxel sizes for the fine volume (coarse volume voxel fixes at 1 mm)

Fine volume voxel size (mm)
Diff. from reference

NRMSE (%) Max. diff. (%)

1/2 0.601 33.13
1/4 0.234 11.21
1/8 0.143 5.07
1/16 0.140 5.32
1/32 0.150 6.34
1/40 0.151 6.18

Figure 2.7 shows several PSFs at different locations in the field of view obtainedwithGATE
(reference) and VRT with the 1/8 mm fine voxel size setting. The profiles are shown on
both linear and semi-logarithmic scale. These profiles confirm that GATE and VRT give
very similar PSFs as could also be assessed from the numbers in Table 2.2.

It is worth noting that in the semi-log scale graphs (Figure 2.7b, 2.7e, and 2.7h), the ampli-
tude of VRT-generated PSFs goes to zero at locations in between pinholes while GATE-
generated PSFs do not. The reason that there is zero signal for VRT is the result of the
applied cut-off described in 2.2.2, that results in raytracing being stopped when travers-
ing more than 2.76 mm of collimator material. In GATE, such a cut-off is not applied and
as scattered photons are included there can be a signal in any detector pixel. By analysing
the simulation results, we found that the signal in between pinholes is mainly caused by
gamma photons that undergo multiple interactions in the scintillator. In this situation,
the total energy deposition can still be within the ±10% photopeak meaning that these
photons are included, and the interaction position is estimated at the centroid of dif-
ferent interaction positions. Note that the signal in between pinholes is extremely small
showing that all though VRT only includes detector scatter by adapting the NaI attenua-
tion coefficient, it is well able to simulate MP-MBT including resolution degradation due
to multiple scatter in the scintillator.
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Figure 2.7: Central PSF profiles obtained with GATE and VRT for optimised fine voxel size of 1/8 mm. Gamma
source is at location ay1 (a)—(c), by2 (d)—(f), and cy3 (g)—(i) in Figure 2.4. PSFs on linear scale and semi-log scale
are shown, as well as the difference plots between VRT and GATE normalised to themaxima of GATE-simulated
PSFs.

2.3.2. VRT time-efficiency optimisation

While the accuracy of VRT is only determined by the fine voxel size, the time-efficiency
also depends on the coarse voxel size. In Table 2.3, the simulation time of VRT (total
time required for obtaining the 36 PSFs) for different settings of the coarse volume voxel
size is listed. A coarse voxel size of 2 mm is optimal in terms of computational speed
and we therefore choose 2 mm as the coarse voxel size for this scanner in subsequent
simulations. Table 2.3 also confirms that the accuracy of VRT remains the same once the
fine voxel size is fixed.
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Table 2.3: Comparison of different voxel sizes for the coarse volume (fine volume voxel fixes at 1/8 mm)

Coarse volume voxel size (mm) Time in VRT (s)
Diff. from reference

NRMSE (%)

1/4 122 0.143
1/2 67 0.143
1 38 0.143
2 24 0.143
3 41 0.143
5 65 0.143

To determine the relative speed of VRT compared to GATE, one has to set the number of
emissions that has to be simulated in GATE. If the number of emissions decreases, PSFs
become noisier and there is a difference to the reference (almost) noiseless PSFs with
5×1010 emissions simulated. The number of emissions that have to be simulated by accel-
erated (blurred) and full GATE to obtain the same difference level from the gold standard
as VRT is 1.5×107 and 1.3×109 emissions respectively. For this number of emissions, VRT
with optimised coarse voxel size is 337 times faster than accelerated GATE and 29300
times faster than full GATE. However, one should note that the sources of the deviation
from the reference PSF are different: in GATE deviations are caused by stochastic noise,
while in VRT they are due to the minor residual mismodelling of the system.

2.3.3. Projection image comparison

Phantom representing 400mL-breast

Figure 2.8 shows energies of detected photons for the XCAT phantom simulation. Energy
spectra are separated into different parts determined by the origin of the gamma pho-
tons (‘breast’ or ‘torso’) and the types of interactions they undergo before being detected
(‘scatter’ or ‘no scatter’). Here ‘scatter’ refers to both Compton and Rayleigh scatter in the
phantom and collimator, while single scatter and multiple interactions in the scintillator
are always included in all simulations. We did not distinguish between ‘torso scatter’ and
‘torso no scatter’ in the figures because the ‘torso no scatter’ fraction is too small to be
visible in the whole detector spectrum. Figure 2.8a corresponds to the left detector (i.e.
the detector closest to the liver, see Figure 2.1), and Figure 2.8b corresponds to the right
detector. The scatter fraction (the amount of gamma photons scattered in the phantom
or collimator that get detected in the ±10% photopeak window) is about 20% on both de-
tectors. The torso fractions (the amount of gamma photons originating from the torso)
are 4% and 9% in the photopeak on the left and right detector respectively.

Projection images obtained by GATE and by VRT for the same phantom are shown in Fig-
ure 2.9 and Figure 2.10, as well as the profiles marked in white. In these images, a scatter-
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Figure 2.8: Energy spectra for the MP-MBT detectors obtained from GATE simulations of the 400 mL-breast.

free projection (by simply ignoring photons that scattered in phantomand collimator) and
a TEW-corrected projection are shown as well. The projection pattern from the pinholes
can clearly be distinguished. These pinhole projections are non-overlapping, because of
the design of the shielding plate in between the multi-pinhole collimator and detector.
Note that in these projection images only part of the detectors is used because these im-
ages are for the smaller (400 mL) breast. The projections from VRT are very similar to
those from the scatter-corrected GATE projections and, as expected, scatter-free GATE
projections. Since the TEW-corrected projections and the VRT-generated projections
are very similar, the difference is hardly visible on the same colour scale. Therefore, we
provide the same difference images shown in different colour scale in the supplementary
material.

Phantom representing 1300mL-breast

In Figure 2.11, the same energy spectra as in Figure 2.8 are shown for the larger (1300 mL)
breast. Corresponding projections and profiles can be found in Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13.
Like for the 400 mL-breast, the scatter fraction in the ±10% photopeak window is about
20% on both detectors. The torso fractions are 4% and 7% in the photopeak on the left
and right detectors respectively.

In contrast to the projections for the smaller breast shown in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10,
in Figure 2.13 there is a discrepancy between the GATE projections and the projections
simulated by VRT. To understand the cause of the difference, it is important to note that
the TEW-corrected GATE projection is very close to the scatter-free GATE projections.
Apparently, scatter can be well corrected for with the TEW method and the photons
missed by VRT are not scattered photons but primary (non-scattered) photons. We come
back to this issue in the discussion session.

In Table 2.4, the differences between the TEW-corrected projection image and the VRT
projection image are quantified in terms of NRMSE for both breast sizes. The maximum
differences are listed as well. The NRMSE and maximum difference in the 1300 mL- right
breast are especially large, which reflects the discrepancy in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.9: Left detector projection images of the GATE simulated XCAT phantom with the 400 mL-breast. (a)
Full projection with scatter and torso signal; (b) projection without scatter (treated as ground truth for pho-
tons scattered in the phantom and collimator); (c) scatter-corrected projection using the TEW method; (d)
the projection obtained with VRT (only breast phantom); (e) difference between VRT-generated projection and
scatter-corrected projection. (f) and (g) are the horizontal and vertical profiles marked in white in (a)—(d).
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Figure 2.10: Right detector projection images of the GATE simulated XCAT phantom with 400 mL-breast. (a)
Full projection with scatter and torso signal; (b) projection without scatter (treated as ground truth for pho-
tons scattered in the phantom and collimator); (c) scatter-corrected projection using the TEW method; (d)
the projection obtained with VRT (only breast phantom); (e) difference between VRT-generated projection and
scatter-corrected projection. (f) and (g) are the horizontal and vertical profiles marked in white in (a)—(d).

Figure 2.11: Energy spectra for the MP-MBT detectors obtained from GATE simulations of the 1300 mL-breast.
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Figure 2.12: Left detector projection images of the GATE simulated XCAT phantom with the 1300 mL-breast.
(a) Full projection with scatter and torso signal; (b) projection without scatter (treated as ground truth for pho-
tons scattered in the phantom and collimator); (c) scatter-corrected projection using the TEW method; (d)
the projection obtained with VRT (only breast phantom); (e) difference between VRT-generated projection and
scatter-corrected projection. (f) and (g) are the horizontal and vertical profiles marked in white in (a)—(d).
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Figure 2.13: Right detector projection images of the GATE simulated XCAT phantom with 1300 mL-breast. (a)
Full projection with scatter and torso signal; (b) projection without scatter (treated as ground truth for pho-
tons scattered in the phantom and collimator); (c) scatter-corrected projection using the TEW method; (d)
the projection obtained with VRT (only breast phantom); (e) difference between VRT-generated projection and
scatter-corrected projection. (f) and (g) are the horizontal and vertical profiles marked in white in (a)—(d).

2.3.4. Reconstructed images

Figure 2.14 shows the same slice (3.2 mm thick) through reconstructed images obtained
from (a) GATE-simulated projections, and (b) VRT-generated noisy projections. TEW
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Table 2.4: Comparison of projection images

Projection image
Diff. from reference

NRMSE (%) Max. diff. (%)

400 mL left 1.08 5.26
400 mL right 2.44 15.08
1300 mL left 1.37 8.53
1300 mL right 2.43 32.85

scatter correction is applied in case GATE-simulated projections were used. These im-
ages are post-filtered by a 3D Gaussian filter of 3 mm FWHM. Visually, reconstructions
from GATE-simulated projections with TEW correction applied and from VRT-generated
noisy projections appear very similar. The profiles between the two green lines in Fig-
ure 2.14a and 2.14b are shown and compared in 2.14c. Similar images from different noise
realisations can be found in the appendix Figure 2.16.

Figure 2.14: Slices throughMLEM reconstructed imageswith 20 iterations used obtainedwith the twomethods.
Images are obtained from (a) GATE-simulated projections with TEW scatter correction used in reconstruction,
(b) VRT-generated noisy projections. The profiles between the two green lines are plotted in (c).

As noisy images cannot be directly compared as was done for noiseless projections, we
also assess noise and contrast in reconstructed images for ten sets of GATE-simulated
projections with TEW-correction and ten noise realisations of VRT-simulated projec-
tions. The average contrast and noise of the lesions and backgrounds are provided in
Table 2.5, as well as the standard deviation over different noise realisations. There is no
significant difference in the numbers for the different methods.

Table 2.5: Comparison of reconstructed images

GATE VRT

contrast 1.36±0.20 1.40±0.24
noise 0.193±0.015 0.200±0.011
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2.4. Discussion
From the PSF profiles in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 and the differences displayed in Ta-
ble 2.2, it is clear that the PSFs from GATE and VRT (at 1/8 mm fine voxel) agree very
closely. Note that initially when the fine voxel size in VRT is decreased, the PSFs acquired
by GATE and VRT become more similar as one would expect. However, for voxel sizes
below 1/8 mm the difference goes up slightly. From this, we conclude that for such very
small voxel sizes the difference between GATE and VRT is not dominated by the discreti-
sation effect anymore and thus we deemed a fine voxel size of 1/8 mm to be sufficiently
small. We do not have an exact explanation for the increasing difference between GATE
and VRT for smaller voxel sizes. The small residual differences (on average 0.14%) may
be caused by (i) the reference GATE simulation not being completely noiseless, or (ii)
photons that scattered in collimator or detector.

Together with the 1/8 mm fine voxel size which is necessary for simulation accuracy, we
find that a coarse voxel size of 2 mm led to the highest simulation speed. The optimal
coarse voxel size strikes a good balance between two extremes. When it is too large,
the number of mixed voxels increases and thus much more rays have to be tracked on
the fine collimator grid: in the extreme situation in which the whole collimator plate is
made out of a single coarse voxel, VRT will have to look into the fine volume for every
photon path and the dual-grid method is actually not used. On the other hand, if the
coarse voxel size is very small, raytracing on the coarse voxel grid itself is already slow
and completely dominates simulation time. We have shown that with the optimal coarse
voxel size, VRT could reach the same difference level from the reference PSFs 337 times
faster than accelerated GATE or 29300 times faster than a full GATE MCS.

Note that the VRT voxel size combination of 1/8 mm and 2mm is ‘optimal’ for the current
collimator and detector geometry. For a different collimator or scanner, there might
be better combinations. However, from our experience, as long as the thickness of the
collimator/shielding plate is an integer multiple of the coarse voxel size, and the pinhole
diameter does not change very much, the optimal dual grid setting should stay the same.
Furthermore, up to now, we have only tried a dual-grid collimator representation. It is
possible to use full octree-structure grids to represent the collimator which may lead to
higher time-efficiencies. However, finding the optimal setting for a multi-grid approach
is beyond the scope of this research, since the time-efficiency for VRT with the current
setting is already good enough for us as with these settings, as noiseless systemmatrices
could be generated in minutes. Compared with other raytracing SPECT simulators in
which collimators are defined by analytical shapes [92, 93, 96, 98, 130], the advantage of
VRT is that geometries that are hard to describe analytically can be easily implemented.
Furthermore, a design drawing of a collimator can be directly voxelized to a volume that
can be used in raytracing. The disadvantage is that it requires some trial and error to
determine the voxel size (combination) that provides a satisfactory discretisation error
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and acceptable computational speed.

While the PSF simulations show that in principle VRT is an accurate and fast simulator,
they do not consider scattered gamma photons from the human body which can play a
major role in clinical imaging and is ignored in VRT. In real scanners, projection images
contain scattered photons which are usually corrected for prior to reconstruction or in
the iterative reconstruction process. The TEW method is a simple and popular scatter
estimation method. Thus, to accurately predict the performance of a real MP-MBT sys-
tem, the projection images from VRT are supposed to closely resemble TEW-corrected
images. In the projection images and profiles in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10, we show that
for the 400 mL-breast, TEW-corrected GATE projections and VRT projections are very
similar, and an NRMSE of about 1% is found. However, for the 1300 mL-breast, a discrep-
ancy is encountered. A comparison with scatter-free GATE projections reveals that the
discrepancy is not due to scatter (as TEW-corrected GATE images very closely resemble
scatter-free GATE images). In Figure 2.15a, a zoom-in view of Figure 2.1, it can be seen
that some gamma photons from the liver directly reach the right detector through the
first row of pinholes. We checked this by removing the torso phantom and acquiring the
same projection image as in Figure 2.13. In the vertical profile of this projection, shown
in Figure 2.15b, the VRT generated profile agrees very well with the scatter-corrected
GATE-generated profile. On the left detector, such an issue is not observed as there is
no organ on the cranial side of the body that has 99mTc-Sestamibi uptake as high as the
liver. Note that in principle VRT can simulate direct activity from the torso so this finding
does not disqualify VRT as an accurate simulator of MP-MBT. However, in this paper we
only simulate photons originating from the breast. Thus, the lesson learnt is that when
designing such a system one has to consider direct paths from the torso to the detector,
and these have either to be taken into account in the simulator or the geometry has to
be adapted as to avoid these paths.

Figure 2.15: (a) An enlarged viewof theMP-MBT system for the 1300mL-breast phantom (see Figure 2.1); through
the first row of pinholes, gamma photons from part of the liver can directly be detected by the right detector.
(b) A vertical profile of the right detector projection (the same as Figure 2.13g) in which the torso phantom is
removed from GATE simulation; the mismatch in VRT and the scatter-corrected GATE projections disappears.

As stated above, neglecting Compton scattering in VRT is acceptable with our speci-
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fied MP-MBT geometry as Compton-scattered photons can be corrected for with a TEW
method even though we use a conventional NaI(Tl) gamma detector with a moderate
energy resolution of 9%. This minor contribution of Compton scattering to breast im-
ages agrees with an earlier work on planar compressed breast imaging with a parallel
hole collimator [118] although other papers have indicated different results [114, 116]. The
reason for the rather small ratio of scattered photons in the photopeak despite the high
tracer uptake in the heart and liver probably lies in the fact that gamma photons from
the torso have to be scattered by a rather large angle in order to be redirected in the
direction of the gamma detector. Large-angle scatter is generally associated with a large
energy loss and thus the majority of these scattered photons can be rejected because
they are detected outside the photopeak window. Although in many studies nowadays
semiconductor detectors are used, it is shown here that the energy resolution of NaI(Tl)
is sufficient for this application.

Note that the fact that VRT can accurately simulate TEW-corrected projections means
that we can correct for the bias caused by scatter. However, there is another aspect to
scatter that VRT cannot correct for which is the added noise level due to the scattered
photons. Therefore, we also simulated reconstructed images based on either GATE-
simulated projection or VRT-generated images. Visual inspection as well as contrast-
noise characteristics show that images obtained with both methods were very similar,
further indicating that VRT can be used to predict the quality of simulated images. As
computation time for such images is considerable we only simulated reconstructed im-
ages for the 400 mL breast size, but as the scatter fraction is similar for the larger breast
our results indicate that the neglect of scatter in VRT is also acceptable for these larger
breast sizes. However, in the case larger breast simulation, direct paths from liver to de-
tector either have to bemodelled in image reconstruction or prevented by a slight change
in design. Note that on the left side of the reconstructed breast images from GATE, there
is a slight increase of signal compared to VRT images. We believe that such bias can be
removed by tuning the size of the scatter windows and the amount of blurring of the
scatter projections. This, however, is beyond the scope of this paper because we have
just tested one setting of these parameters, but may be the subject of future research.
We chose TEW for scatter correction because of its simplicity and because it is one of
the most commonly used approaches in the clinic [138, 139]. There are of course other
more advanced scatter estimation techniques [138], which can also be implemented in
practice. However, in this paper, we focus on proving that VRT can be used to gener-
ate realistic simulated images and testing out different scatter correction techniques is
beyond the scope of this paper.
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2.5. Conclusion
VRT can accurately simulate the proposed MP-MBT system with more than four orders
of magnitude better time-efficiency than full MCS. Ignoring scatter in VRT is feasible
because the amount of scatter in the photopeak is limited in our pinhole collimator-based
MP-MBT geometry and can thus be corrected. However, direct gamma photon paths
between liver and gamma detector can exist for large breast sizes and have to be carefully
considered in design and simulation. VRT can be very useful in evaluating geometries for
MP-MBT.
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Appendix

Figure 2.16: Reconstructed images similar as in Figure 2.14 for all simulated noise realisations.
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A nger cameras based onmonolithicNaI scintillators read out by an array of PMTs are
predominant in planar gamma imaging and SPECT. However, position estimation

of gamma interactions is usually severely degraded near the edges of the scintillator
which can be extremely undesirable for applications like breast imaging.

Here we propose a relatively cost-effective solution based on the use of scintillators
with absorptive edges with an unconventional light-guide-PMT layout employing a
maximum likelihood positioning algorithm. The basic design on which we aim to im-
prove consists of a monolithic NaI(Tl) scintillator read out by 3×5 square PMTs (con-
ventional layout, CL) that could be suitable for molecular breast imaging. To better
detect gamma interactions near the crystal’s critical edge, we tried different set-ups:
we replaced the 5 large PMTs near the edge by 11 smaller PMTs (small-sensor layout,
SSL); we emulated rectangular PMTs along the critical edge by inserting a row of 5 rect-
angular light-guides that direct the light toward square PMTs placed behind (shifted
layout, SL); we inserted rectangular light-guides alternatingly, such that the PMTs are
in an interlocking pattern (alternating shifted layout, ASL).

The performance of our designs was tested with Monte Carlo simulations. Results
showed that SSL, SL, and ASL gave better spatial resolution near the critical edge than
CL (3.4, 3.6, and 4.1 mm near the edge compared with 5.3 mm for CL), and thus resulted
in a larger usable detector area. To conclude, for applications where small dead edges
are crucial, our designs may be cost-effective solutions.

3.1. Introduction
Gamma detectors that deliver information on the interaction position and energy of in-
coming gamma photons are key elements in nuclear medicine scanners. Both in planar
scintigraphy and in SPECT, gamma detectors based on continuous NaI(Tl) scintillators
that are read out by an array of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), usually referred to as
the Anger camera, have been predominant for decades. In Anger cameras, the gamma
photon’s interaction position and its energy are conventionally estimated using Anger
logic [49], which is based on calculating the centroid of the PMT outputs. Anger logic
has become popular because it can be simply implemented with a resistor/capacitor
network and Anger logic combined with heuristic linearity and non-uniformity correc-
tions provides satisfactory position and energy estimation results in most applications.
Unfortunately, the positioning linearity and spatial resolution are usually poor near the
scintillator’s edges, a situation often referred to as the dead edge effect. This effect has
implications for the usable field-of-view of a gamma camera which is smaller than the
scintillator’s surface.

Although reducing dead edges is almost always profitable to enhance the usable detec-
tor surface and thus the system’s sensitivity, in whole-body SPECT the presence of dead
edges is usually accepted because with the large-area detectors that are commonly ap-
plied, the size of the dead edges is relatively small and because not using the detector’s
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edges does not have to lead to image artefacts. However, in other applications, the use
of the detector’s edges can be absolutely necessary in order to arrive at useful images.
Examples of this include planar breast imaging [30, 61] and a dedicated multi-pinhole
molecular breast tomosynthesis (MP-MBT) technique proposed in our group [32, 46]. In
the proposed MP-MBT scanner, a woman is lying prone on a patient bed with her breast
pendant in a hole in the bed. The breast is mildly compressed and two gamma cameras
are placed on either side of the breast close to the chest wall. In simulations, such a
design resulted in a tumour-to-background contrast-to-noise ratio 2 — 3 times higher
than commercial planar scanners. The edge area of the detector in this design is used
to image the part of the breast close to the chest wall. However, in conventional Anger
cameras, the dead edge roughly equals the PMT radius and as most common PMTs are
two or three inches in diameter, about 25mm or 40mm at the edges would be unusable if
we would employ a standard Anger camera in MP-MBT. Therefore, a detector with small
dead edge is essential for MP-MBT.

To improve positioning linearity near the edges, several solutions have been proposed
over the years. In some cases, PMTs were extended over the edges of the scintillator
both for continuous crystals [141] and pixelated or semi-pixelated scintillators [142–144].
However, in MP-MBT there is no room for such a placement of PMTs since the scintil-
lator extends till the patient bed. Another option is to read out the continuous crystals
with smaller light sensors, including position-sensitive PMTs [145–147], avalanche pho-
todiodes [148, 149], silicon photomultipliers [150, 151], charge-coupled devices [152], or to
use a combination of pixelated scintillators and these small light sensors [153–157]. How-
ever, using small light sensors instead of PMTs for large surface gamma detectors (such
as in MP-MBT, 240×140 mm2 area) leads to enormously increased costs. A third option is
to use semiconductor gamma detectors instead of scintillation-based detectors. These
detectors transfer gamma energy directly into an electrical signal and are already applied
in several dedicated breast scanners [55, 158]. Besides being able to reduce dead edges,
semiconductor detectors improve energy resolution over scintillator detectors, although
several studies have shown that the benefit of this in dedicated breast scanners is limited
[54, 115, 117, 118]. However, like small light sensors, the use of semiconductor detectors
significantly increases the gamma camera’s costs over those of the Anger camera.

Besides using new detector materials or advanced light sensors, several algorithms to
better decode the scintillation position from the light distribution in PMT-read out scin-
tillators have been proposed, e.g. maximum likelihood estimation [159, 160], chi-squared
error estimation [161], the k-nearest-neighbour method [150], a Gaussian filter algorithm
[152], advanced light model fitting [146, 149], and different machine learning algorithms
[148]. These decoding processes are more sophisticated and also more computationally
demanding than weighted averaging, as is done in Anger logic, but they have been proven
to be more effective in resolving scintillations near the edges. These algorithms are of-
ten used together with black-edge detectors which use absorbing material at the sides
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of the scintillator [141, 144, 146, 147, 160]. Such absorptive edges increase the position
dependence of the light spread near the edges, and thus improve position estimation in
these areas.

Inspired by several of the above-mentioned elements, the aim of this paper is to pro-
pose a novel gamma scintillation detector design that has a cost comparable to that of
the Anger camera but has improved spatial resolution and positioning linearity near the
edges. This is achieved by using smart light-guide-PMT geometries to emulate smaller
light sensors near the edges and by using a black-edge scintillator combined with a max-
imum likelihood (ML) positioning algorithm. PMTs used have a square shape in order to
optimally cover the rectangular scintillator. Different designs are evaluated using Monte
Carlo simulations.

3.2.Methods

3.2.1. Gamma detector designs

Detector dimensions are chosen such that they are suitable for the MP-MBT scanner
proposed in our group [32, 46] which has a minimum requirement for the active detector
area of 240×140 mm2 and the scintillator thickness is 9.5 mm. We test four different
designs in a simulation study which all fulfil the minimum dimension requirement.

The first design (Figure 3.1a), which is themost basic (therefore dubbed ‘conventional lay-
out’, CL) comprises a 240×180×9.5mm3 NaI(Tl) scintillator, a 14mm thick glass light-guide,
and 15 Hamamatsu R6236 PMTs (60×60 mm2 square PMTs with 54×54 mm2 photocath-
odes) [162]. The entrance surface of the scintillator is painted white (reflective) while the
edges are black (absorptive). As a comparison, we will also show some results for the
same design but with a white-edge scintillator. Note that in our design, PMTs placed at
the right and left sides of the gamma detector partly extend over the edges. In this way,
the left and right edges are effectively read out by half-sized PMTs which is expected to
improve resolution and linearity in these edge areas [141]. However, at the upper edge
which is assumed to be the critical edge of the detector, such an approach is not feasible
as there is no space to allow for this (this is the edge placed close to the patient’s chest
wall).

An alternative toCL could be the use of smaller PMTs, e.g. HamamatsuR1548-07 (24×24mm2

square PMTs with (2×)8×18 mm2 photocathodes [162]), which is the second design tested
(‘small-sensor layout’, SSL; Figure 3.1b). In that case, 21 PMTs would be needed to cover
the 240 mm long upper edge. As the price per PMT is approximately constant, the costs
for PMTs would increase by 40% while the scintillator size would be reduced to 240×144
mm2. In principle, smaller PMT sizes are only required in the direction perpendicular
to the edge and one would thus like to use rectangular PMTs if these would be com-
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Figure 3.1: The four gamma detector designs tested in this paper. The scintillator, light-guide and PMTs are
shown schematically for (a) CL, (b) SSL, (c) SL and (d) ASL.

mercially available for the same price. As this is not the case, we propose an alternative
design: the ‘shifted layout’ (SL, Figure 3.1c). In this layout, an additional light-guide, with
a cross-section that is half the PMT area, is inserted in between the original light-guide
and each of the upper row PMTs. The additional light-guides are covered by Lambertian
reflectors like Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) with 98% reflectivity [163]. The length of
the additional light-guide is assumed to be 160 mm, longer than the length of the PMTs
(123 mm). The light-guide is assumed to be borosilicate crown glass. A variant on SL
is the ‘alternating shifted layout’ (ASL, Figure 3.1d), in which the additional light-guides
still exist, but the PMTs are placed in an interlocking layout instead of in a conventional
grid. Because the second light-guide is half as wide as the PMT front face, the scintillator
sizes for SL and ASL are both 240×150 mm2. We come back to this reduced area in the
discussion section.

3.2.2. Simulations

The performance of our gamma detector designs is assessed by the well-validatedMonte
Carlo simulation software GEANT4 Application for Tomographic Emission (GATE) [76, 77,
128]. The optical surface parameters in GATE are tuned in such a way that the simula-
tor gives the best agreement with our available clinical Anger camera with 3-inch round
PMTs. Here we simulate square PMTs, and we assume the light propagation in the new
setups remains valid. In Table 3.1 the relevant parameters used in the GATE simulations
are listed.

The refractive index of the white reflector was set to 1.0 which reflects the presence of an
air gap between the white reflector and the scintillator/light-guide. Furthermore, low
reflectivity as reported in [166, 167] is assumed which is representative for high-quality
black edges because it has been reported that the quality of the black absorber is crucial
in the black-edge scintillation camera performance.

To assess spatial resolution and positioning linearity, NEMA suggests to put lead masks
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Table 3.1: Settings in simulation

Parameter in GATE Status

Photoelectric effect StandardModel
Compton scatter StandardModel
Optical simulation Scintillation, OpticalAbsorption, OpticalRayleigh,

OpticalBoundary
Photocathode Efficiency: 0.29 [162]
Black absorber Reflectivity: 0.05, refractive index: 1.8
White reflector Lambertian reflection, reflectivity: 0.98, refractive index: 1.0
Interface (scintillator
to light-guide)

Roughened

Scintillator (NaI(Tl)) Density: 3.67 g/cm3, light yield: 38000 photons/MeV, intrinsic en-
ergy resolution: 5% [164, 165], refraction index: 1.85

Light-guide (glass) Density: 2.50 g/cm3, refraction index: 1.50, absorption length: 3.11 m

with thin parallel slits on the gamma detector and irradiate them with gamma rays from
a source placed at a relatively large distance above the detector to approximate parallel
rays perpendicularly directed towards the detector surface [168]. In this way, the line
response function (LRF) from each slit is obtained, and from these LRFs, positioning lin-
earity and spatial resolution in horizontal and vertical directions are measured. In GATE
this measurement is simulated by irradiating the gamma detector with vertical and hori-
zontal line sources of 140 keV gamma photons (energy of 99mTc gamma emission). Gamma
emitters are evenly distributed in the infinitely thin lines (as is shown in the solid black
lines in Figure 3.2) and all gamma photons are emitted perpendicular to the detectors.
The interval between two neighbouring lines is 10 mm, and the outer horizontal and ver-
tical lines are all 2 mm from the edges of the scintillator.

Figure 3.2: Line sources irradiate the gamma detector. The left part of the detector is irradiated by vertical line
sources (marked by solid black lines) while the right part of the detector is irradiated by horizontal line sources.
The profiles of the LRFs are taken at every intersection of the solid black lines with dashed red lines.

To obtain the light collection map and linearity correction map for Anger logic estima-
tion, the gamma detectors are also irradiated by point sources of 140 keV gamma pho-
tons, and the point response functions are determined. From each point source, about
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2000 gamma photons are emitted perpendicular to the gamma detector’s surface. These
gamma point sources are placed in a grid of 5 mm interval over the whole detector.

To apply ML estimation, a series of reference PMT outputs, i.e. the expected number of
optical photons detected by each PMT for all possible scintillation locations, should be
obtained. These reference PMT outputs are extracted from the PRF simulation. The light
collection spectrum of each point source is obtained and the interactions in the ±10%
window around 140 keV are averaged and then taken as reference PMT outputs. In this
case, the reference PMT outputs also include scatter in the photopeak. Then reference
PMT outputs are obtained at a 1 mm grid by cubic interpolation of the 5 mm-interval
reference PMT outputs and used for ML estimation.

3.2.3. Data processing

We use GATE simulation results to generate a list of gamma photon detections, in which
the number of optical photons sensed by each PMT (the PMT output) in every interac-
tion is recorded. These data are then contaminated by simulated readout noise which
is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 6
photons. This noise level is estimated based on themeasurement from readout electron-
ics in our lab. We use this list of data as the input to Anger and ML position estimation.
Anger logic is implemented as an output-weighted average of PMT coordinates. To im-
prove Anger estimation resolution, a threshold is applied to each PMT output. Only the
PMTs with outputs above the threshold are used in the weighted average process. The
threshold in our case is set as 3% of the total summed PMT output at every detection.
We apply a linearity correction as is commonly done for Anger cameras in the same way
as described in [169] with linearity correction map obtained from the PRF data.

The ML positioning algorithm is based on the assumption that if the gamma photon’s
energy and the interaction position are fixed, the number of scintillated optical photons
detected on each PMT (n = [𝑛 𝑛 ⋯ 𝑛 ],𝑀 PMTs in total) is Poisson distributed [160].
Of course the readout noise is not Poisson-distributed, but as its FWHM of 6 photons is
less than 5% of the mean PMT output, using a Poisson distribution is a tolerable approx-
imation in this case. If the Poisson mean of the output of PMT𝑚 (�̄� (𝑥, 𝑦)) for a gamma
photon of a certain energy is known for every possible gamma interaction location, one
can write the probability that an interaction occurring at location (𝑥, 𝑦) resulted in out-
put n as:

Pr(n ∣ 𝑥, 𝑦) = ∏
[�̄� (𝑥, 𝑦)]

𝑛 ! 𝑒 ̄ ( , ). (3.1)

Note that in this equation we do not take the dependence of the PMT outputs on the
depth of interaction in the crystals into account, rather �̄� represents an average over
different depths. In this work, the mean outputs �̄� (𝑥, 𝑦) were obtained by interpolat-
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ing simulated PRFs, as is described in 3.2.2. The most likely gamma photon interaction
location (�̂�, �̂�) is the one that maximise Equation 3.1:

(�̂�, �̂�) = argmax
,

{Pr(n ∣ 𝑥, 𝑦)} . (3.2)

In practice, the logarithm of Pr(n ∣ 𝑥, 𝑦) is maximised which simplifies the calculation
and gives exactly the same result.

The searching strategy used in this paper to obtain the most likely interaction position
is a contracting-grid algorithm based on the one described in [170]. This method can
quickly search for the target in a multi-dimensional space by dividing the search into
grids of different intervals, and as long as �̄� (𝑥, 𝑦)) is a smoothly changing function of
location, it should give the same result as an exhaustive search. The initial search is done
on a coarse grid such that the target’s rough location is obtained. Later on, with the
found rough location as the starting point, this search is repeated on an ever finer grid.
Though the search is exhaustive in every grid, the total time complexity is much less than
exhaustively searching the whole range in the fine grid. The grids used here are:

• 5-by-5 grid with 13 mm interval;
• 5-by-5 grid with 5 mm interval;
• 3-by-3 grid with 3 mm interval;
• 3-by-3 grid with 2 mm interval;
• 3-by-3 grid with 1 mm interval.

So in total 77 iterations are required for every detected interaction and the searching
range is 52×52 mm2. The starting point is the Anger estimated position. The resulting
images will have a pixel size of 1 mm.

3.2.4. Performance evaluation

In order to evaluate the gamma camera’s performance, we use the LRFs to determine
positioning linearity and spatial resolution, and PRFs to obtain the total light collection
and the energy resolution. To note, the energy resolution here is not calculated from the
energy spectrum but from the light collection spectrum: a histogram of the total number
of photons collected (sum of all PMT outputs) for each interaction.

Spatial resolution in this paper is obtained by fitting a Gaussian function to the LRFs and
then determining its FWHM. To obtain information on how spatial resolution varies over
the detector, profiles (one pixel-width; 1 mm) of the LRFs are taken along all dashed red
lines in Figure 3.2 which have 10 mm spacing. For visualisation purposes, we then inter-
polate the spatial resolution distribution on the whole detector to 1 mm intervals. Spatial
resolution in horizontal and vertical directions (𝑅 and 𝑅 ) is presented separately, and
we also calculate an ‘averaged’ spatial resolution by determining the root-mean-square
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(RMS) in both directions: 𝑅 = √(𝑅 + 𝑅 )/2. Energy resolution (𝑅 ) is defined to

be the FWHM of a Gaussian fit to the light collection spectrum divided by the mean of
the fit (given as a percentage) at each point source position.

As postulated by NEMA [168], positioning linearity of the detectors is given by differential
linearitywhich is defined as the standard deviation of every estimated LRF in the direction
perpendicular to the lines. Finally, we also provide the usable field-of-view (UFOV) of the
different designs which we define as the area where 𝑅 < 5 mm.

3.3. Results

3.3.1. Black-edge gammadetector andML algorithm

In Figure 3.3, the LRFs obtained with the CL are shown for a white-edge scintillator read
out by (a) Anger logic and by the (b) ML algorithm, and (c) for a black-edge scintillator
employing the ML algorithm. LRFs are only shown on half the detector surface because
of the horizontal symmetry of the layout. It is clear that if a scintillator with white re-
flecting edges is used, a significant part near the scintillator’s edges is not usable (about
30 mm from the upper and lower edges, and 15 mm from the left and right edges), even
if ML estimation is used. With Anger estimation (3.3a), the lines near the edge pile up
inwards to about half a PMT-size from the edge, while with ML estimation (3.3b), the
lines up to a distance of half the PMT size from the edge are severely blurred and cannot
be distinguished anymore. For the black-edge detector with ML estimation (3.3c), the
position estimation at the edge is much improved compared to 3.3a and 3.3b, though at
the corners resolution is clearly reduced. Anger estimation on a black-edge detector is
not an option because a weighted average algorithm would give even poorer positioning
linearity with the lower number of sensed optical photons on the near-edge PMTs [171].

Figure 3.3: The LRFs of the CL with different edge treatment and positioning algorithm combinations. The
yellow squares in the figures mark the effective area of the PMTs. The critical camera edge is the upper edge.

For the same conventional detector layout, Figure 3.4 shows three example light collec-
tion spectra obtained for (a) the white-edge detector and (b) black-edge detector at three
example locations (centre, edge, and corner). Clearly, the total number of optical pho-
tons collected depends on where in the scintillator the gamma interaction took place;
more optical photons are collected for events in the centre compared to events near the
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scintillator’s edge (5 mm to one edge in this example) and corner (5 mm to two edges).
This effect of varying light collection over the scintillator is much stronger when black
absorptive edges are used; in that case edge scintillations have almost 50% less light col-
lection than in the centre while in the corners the light collection is reduced by about
65%. For the white-edge detector, the largest light loss is about 30% at the corner of
the detector, but as the edges and corners of white-edge detectors cannot be used and
the light collection at edges of the usable area is the same as in the centre, in practice a
global light collection window is usually set for subsequent scatter rejection [135]. From
the spectra, one can conclude that a global light collection window is not applicable in
black-edge scintillation detectors.

Figure 3.4: Example light collection spectra for CL with scintillators with (a) white edge and (b) black edge
treatments. Three typical positions are tested: centre, edge (5 mm to one edge of the scintillator), and corner
(5 mm to two edges of the scintillator). These spectra were obtained by simulating an irradiation with 2000
gamma photons per position.

3.3.2. Different detector layouts

In Figure 3.5, simulation results for all PMT layouts are compared. All of the four detec-
tors have black edges and positioning is thus done with ML estimation. For the same
reason as in Figure 3.3, LRFs on only half of the detector area are shown. From the LRFs
in Figure 3.5e—h, spatial resolution maps in horizontal (3.5i—l) and vertical (3.5m—p) di-
rections are calculated. The light collection maps shown in 3.5q—t are obtained from the
PRFs. It can be seen that the four layouts have similar resolution in horizontal direction
(about 3.6 mm on average), but that SSL, SL, and ASL show better resolution in vertical
direction close to the upper critical edge (3.4 mm, 3.6 mm, and 4.1 mm up to 30mm to the
critical edge compared to 5.3 mm in CL). For SSL and SL, the places with poor resolution
are all near the lower edge, while for ASL, they are more spread over the detector area.
For all four detector designs, light collection at the centre of the detector is higher than
that at the edge.

In Table 3.2, the mean spatial resolutions in horizontal and vertical directions (𝑅 and
𝑅 ) over the whole detector obtained from Figure 3.5i—p are listed. The differential
linearity (lin.) in horizontal and vertical directions is calculated from the LRFs 3.5e—h.
The UFOVs are determined by 𝑅 < 5 mm. The centre, edge (< 8 mm from an edge), and
corner (< 8 mm from two edges) mean energy resolutions (𝑅 ) are calculated (see 3.2.3).
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Table 3.2: Spatial resolution, positioning linearity (lin.), UFOV, and energy resolution obtained for the four
different layouts

CL SSL SL ASL

(mm) 3.54 3.58 3.70 3.67
(mm) 4.31 4.28 4.19 3.85

lin. (mm) 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.12
lin. (mm) 0.27 0.21 0.18 0.17
UFOV (%) 81.5 86.4 84.1 90.0
centre (%) 11.6 12.1 12.1 11.9
edge (%) 14.4 15.4 15.1 14.7

corner (%) 16.4 17.6 16.8 16.1

3.4. Discussion
From Figure 3.3 it is clear that the use of black absorptive edges and ML estimation can
largely improve positioning linearity near the edges compared with a traditional white-
edge detector with Anger logic positioning, though the spatial resolution near the edges
is still rather poor. For all four layouts in Figure 3.5e—h, significant distortion in LRFs is
not observed except in the corners. The distorted area in the three non-conventional
layouts is smaller than that in the CL, which is also reflected by the spatial resolution-
defined UFOV in Table 3.2. In the simulation study of MP-MBT [32] we assumed that the
dead edge of the detector was 5 mm, and SSL, SL, and ASL seem to be able to achieve
this goal as the LRFs nearest (2 mm) to the scintillator edges are resolved. Note that the
SSL, SL and ASL result in shorter detectors than the CL, as we keep the same number of
rows of PMTs and the MP-MBT application only requires a 140 mm long detector. If one
would like to compare different designs at equal detector area, one has to add an extra
row of PMTs to the non-conventional designs resulting in a larger part of the scintillator
being covered. Adding another row of PMTs would require five more PMTs for SL or SSL,
and two more PMTs for ASL. The performance of such extended detectors can be pre-
dicted through vertical symmetry: PMT layouts in the UFOV of (180 mm long) extended
detectors are vertically symmetric, thus we can simply mirror the upper 90 mm of the
resolution map down to roughly predict the resolution in the lower 90 mm. This is still
an estimation as the lower edge should have better resolution than suggested by sim-
ply mirroring as no additional light-guide would be needed there. For extended SL, the
vertical and horizontal resolutions are 3.84 mm and 3.76 mm, and for extended ASL, they
are 4.05 mm and 3.66 mm. For SSL, such symmetry does not exist, so the performance
cannot be predicted. Table 3.3 estimates the usable area per PMT of different layouts
including the two extended layouts (240×180 mm2).

Although the CL detector surface is larger than the other three simulated layouts, the
actual usable area is not always much different (see Table 3.3): the actual usable area (the
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Table 3.3: Usable area per PMT of different designs

CL SSL SL ASL Extended SL Extended ASL

# of PMTs 15 21 15 15 20 17
UFOV (%) 81.5 86.4 84.1 90.0 91.2 89.7
UFOV (%) / PMT∗ 5.4 4.1 5.6 6.0 4.6 5.3
Actual usable area (mm2) / PMT∗ 2347 1422 2018 2160 1970 2279

∗ The extended (240×180 mm2 size) detector performance is estimated from vertical symmetry instead of
an extra Monte Carlo simulation.

number of PMTs multiplied by the actual usable area per PMT) in SSL (21×1422 mm2) is
85% of CL (15×2347 mm2); SL’s usable area (15×2018 mm2) is also 86% of that of CL; ASL
(15×2160 mm2) has a usable area that is 92% of that of CL. From the quotations we got,
the cost of an additional light-guide, and the extra cost of the 160 mm longer detector
box would make the whole gamma detector (scintillator + PMTs + readout electronics +
detector box) price increase by less than 4% when ASL is constructed compared to CL.
Other solutions, e.g. applying small light sensor, scintillator pixilation, and using semi-
conductor detectors are usually much more expensive. For example, according to the
online price of SiPMs [172], using SiPMs to cover a detector surface as large as ours will
be 5 times as expensive as using PMTs, resulting in a doubling of the total detector price.
This estimate does not even include the costs for extra electronic readout channels.

From the spatial resolution maps in Figure 3.5i—p, it is clear that the spatial resolution is
always best in the interstices of PMTs, while it is the poorest in the centres of PMTs, es-
pecially in the centres of PMTs near edges. Such a phenomenon is also observed in other
detectors using ML estimation or Anger logic [160, 161] and it is not difficult to under-
stand: in scintillator detectors, position estimation accuracy depends on the sensitivity
of the light distribution (PMT outputs in this case) to the exact interaction position and
the total amount of light collection. In the centres of PMTs, light spread is not that sensi-
tive to the scintillation position, while in the interstices, a subtle position change already
leads to large light spread changes, i.e. PMT output changes; in the centres of the near-
edge PMTs, PMT outputs are the least location-sensitive and the total photon collection
is smaller than in the centre of the detector; therefore, the spatial resolution is worst in
these places. The purpose of designing ASL is to reduce the number of large PMTs at the
edges and avoid continuous low-resolution regions, e.g. PMTs at lower rows in SSL and
SL (Figure 3.5n and 3.5o). Note that the light collection above the centres of the PMTs is
higher than in the interstices. We believe that a trade-off between light collection and
the sensitivity of PMT outputs to the exact interaction position may result in the minor
fluctuations in the top row of the spatial resolution map for ASL (e.g. there appear to be
two poor resolution centres close to the PMTs’ centre).

An issuewith the proposed designsmay be the light collection loss due to the black edges.
In Figure 3.5q—t a reduced light collection near the edges is clearly observed, as well as
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in Figure 3.4 in which the difference between black- and white-edge detectors is obvi-
ous. For the three unconventional designs Table 3.2, the energy resolution in the central
region of the detectors is always poorer than for the CL. This is because the centre-to-
edge ratio in the CL is the highest, so that the black edges absorb less scintillated light
from the central part of the detector. As a result of black edges, a global energy win-
dow over the whole detector, as is in most Anger cameras, is not suitable. Instead, a
scintillation-position-dependent energy window could be applied, as long as the PMT
outputs are sufficiently distinct in different interaction positions for different amounts
of energy deposition. An efficient way for energy windowing might be to apply a rough
(localised) energy window based on the Anger estimated scintillation location.

Furthermore, in the simulation, the attenuation of optical photons in light-guides is as-
sumed to be the attenuation of borosilicate crown glass [173]. For the additional light-
guides inserted in front of the upper row of PMTs, the attenuation of the 160 mm glass,
the absorption in the PTFE reflector, and the absorption at the transitions of different
materials result in about 20% less light collection on the PMTs attached compared to
directly mounting PMTs to the 14 mm-thick light-guide. This light loss leads to poorer
energy resolution at the upper edge (see Figure 3.5s). Additionally, poorer photon statis-
tics degrades the spatial resolution in SL and ASL, as is specially obvious in the middle
of the second row of PMTs. Such a deterioration of spatial resolution compared to CL is
also observed in SSL, which we believe is probably because of the of lower fill-factor of
smaller PMTs (0.5 instead of 0.8 for the R6236 PMTs).

In the current study both the calibration and the line source test are based on the same
Monte Carlo simulations, which is an ‘ideal’ situation while in practice the exact response
of scintillator, light-guide and PMTs may be unknown. We have tried to keep experimen-
tal practicality into mind. For example, the simulated processes of obtaining the PRFs
and LRFs are not impractical, as they are based on NEMA recommendations for actual
measurements, as is mentioned in 3.2.2. Also some realistic non-ideality is created as
we interpolate calibration PRFs simulated on a 5 mm grid to a smaller 1 mm grid. How-
ever, in practice there may be some scatter in the mask for calibration and the collimated
gamma beams are wider than in the simulations where we assumed infinitely small points
sources, e.g. a width of about 1 mm is common. As the FWHMof PRFs is mostly 2 — 4mm,
we expect that this effect is not too large. Also, the mechanical and electrical stability of
the system is not included in the simulations. However, from our experience with Anger
cameras (470×590 mm2 NaI scintillator readout by 3 inch PMTs), the mechanical parts
can be produced rather reliable (0.01 mm motion error), and the electronics (especially
PMTs) perform consistently for years after the first few days run-in period. The breast
detector should not be more fragile than other existing systems.
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3.5. Conclusion
The black-edge ASL gamma detector using ML estimation proposed in this paper can
be a cost-effective solution for better resolving the dead edges. SSL and SL give better
spatial resolution near the critical edge, but the resolution in other parts of the detector is
compromised. As a drawback of using black edges, the light collection over the detector
will be non-uniform, which requires extra work to apply a position-dependent energy
window. Experimental tests have to be done to assess the real performance of the new
design and confirm the results of this paper.
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PMT-based scintillation cameras are still predominant in molecular imaging, but
have the drawback that position estimation is severely degraded near the edges

(dead edge effect). This leads to sensitivity losses and can cause severe problems in ap-
plications like molecular breast imaging and in certain SPECT devices. Using smaller
light sensors or semiconductor detectors can solve this issue but leads to increased
costs. Here we present a gamma detector based on standard PMTs with a novel light-
guide-PMT geometry that strongly reduces dead edges. In our design, a monolithic
NaI(Tl) scintillator is read out by square PMTs placed in a staggered arrangement. At
the edge of the scintillator we inserted additional light-guides to emulate half-size
PMTs. Detector performance was assessed for 99mTc imaging; an average spatial reso-
lution of 3.6mmwasmeasured over the whole detector, degrading to 4.0mmwithin 30
mm to the critical edge. The dead edge of the scintillator is < 3 mm. Since a 12 mm seal
was used, the overall dead edge is < 15 mm, which is a significant improvement over
conventional Anger cameras (~4 cm dead edge). Therefore, the presented geometry
can be useful in creating economical gamma detectors with reduced dead edges.

4.1. Introduction
Gamma detectors used in nuclear medicine are mostly based on NaI(Tl) scintillators read
out by an array of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) that estimate the gamma interaction po-
sitions using Anger logic [49]. These gamma detectors, often referred to as Anger cam-
eras, give satisfactory position and energy resolution, have good detection efficiency,
and are relatively cost-effective. However, Anger cameras also have the drawback of poor
spatial linearity and resolution at the scintillator’s edges, which is often referred to as the
dead edge effect [141, 175, 176]. Although not being able to use the whole scintillator sur-
face always has the drawback of sensitivity loss, it is accepted inmost clinical whole-body
SPECT scanners in which the rotating Anger cameras are large and not using the edges of
the cameras does not automatically lead to artefacts. In contrast, in some applications,
dead edges as large as in conventional Anger cameras (roughly 4 cm which corresponds
to the radius of the PMTs) are completely unacceptable. For example, in some dedicated
cardiac SPECT systems, multiple relatively small stationary gamma camera modules are
closely surrounding the chest in order to increase count yield from the heart on which
they focus [45, 144], and large dead edges will result in large gaps between active de-
tector areas and thus compromised sampling completeness. Additionally, in molecular
breast imaging, in which the detectors are put close to the chest wall [57, 177], the use of
conventional Anger cameras will result in being unable to image breast tissue near the
chest.

To improve spatial resolution and linearity near the edges, current solutions mostly in-
volve using small light sensors (e.g. position-sensitive PMTs, silicon photomultipliers)
and/or scintillator pixelisation [68, 142, 144–147, 149–152, 157, 178, 179]. Semiconductor
gamma detectors which convert gamma energy directly into electric signal are also an
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option to reduce dead edges and these have already been applied in some applications
[45, 180–184]. However, all these solutions come at a significant increase in costs com-
pared to Anger cameras read out by conventional PMTs [140].

To find a cost-effective solution to the dead edge problem, we conducted a simulation
study [140], in which we investigated several gamma detector designs based on a contin-
uous NaI(Tl) scintillator with absorptive painted edges (so-called black edges), read out
by square PMTs placed in different geometries, all using a Maximum Likelihood (ML) al-
gorithm for position estimation [160]. Parameters in this simulation study were chosen
with a multi-pinhole molecular breast tomosynthesis scanner (MP-MBT) in mind which
we are currently constructing. In this MP-MBT one edge of the gamma camera (referred
to as the critical edge throughout this paper) has to be placed close to the patient’s chest
wall [32, 33, 140] and large dead edges as common in Anger cameras are not acceptable at
that edge. A spatial resolution similar to that of Anger cameras is sufficient in our applica-
tion as we employ pinhole magnification. From the simulation study, we found that with
PMTs placed in a staggered arrangement, facilitated by an additional light-guide (Fig-
ure 4.1a), a satisfactory positioning accuracy over the detector surface could be obtained
(average horizontal and vertical spatial resolution 3.67 mm and 3.85 mm respectively)
while resolution loss near the edge was diminished (average horizontal and vertical spa-
tial resolution in region 30 mm from the critical edge: 3.82 mm and 4.14 mm). In this
paper we present an experimental validation of this design using a prototype that has
been constructed in our lab.

Figure 4.1: (a) A 3D conceptual drawing of the studied detector geometry. (b) Schematic drawing of the scintil-
lator’s and the light-guide’s dimensions and their edge treatments.

4.2.Methods

4.2.1. Gamma detector design

The gamma detector comprises a 250×150×9.5 mm3 NaI(Tl) scintillator (Scionix B.V.) at-
tached to a 325×195×13.3 mm3 glass light-guide (Figure 4.1b), and is read out by 15 Hama-
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matsu R6236 PMTs, each having a 54×54 mm2 square sensitive area [162]. The entrance
surface of the scintillator is painted with a reflective coating while the edges are absorp-
tive (Figure 4.1b and Figure 4.2d). The scintillator and light-guide are sealed in an alu-
minium case (the matt face in Figure 4.2a) with a distance of about 12 mm from the upper
edge of the scintillator to the upper edge of the aluminium case (see Figure 4.2b), which is
the minimum distance the manufacturer can safely achieve to preserve the hygroscopic
NaI(Tl) crystal from humidity. The PMTs are attached to the light-guide in a staggered
arrangement (Figure 4.1a) and extend partly over the scintillator’s left, right, and lower
edges [140]. At the upper critical edge, three PMTs are directly attached to the light-
guide and two other PMTs are attached via two 150mm-long additional light-guides with
60×31 mm2 cross-section. The additional light-guides are fused quartz bricks, polished
on all six surfaces, and wrapped with white PTFE tapes. This special light-guide-PMT
geometry aims to imitate partly-overextending PMTs at the critical edge (where there is
no physical space for truly overextending PMTs), like at the other three edges. All of the
PMTs and additional light-guides are fixed in the detector box with aluminium frames
and pushed tightly against the readout window of the light-guide (Figure 4.2c). Optical
grease (Scionix BC90/147) is applied at the interfaces to ensure good optical coupling.
A light-tight box, which is painted black inside to reduce the influence of possible light
leaks to PMTs, is used to hold the detector. The high voltage applied to the PMTs is 800 V.

Figure 4.2: Pictures of the gamma detector in various degrees of disassembly to illustrate the components in-
side. The position of the critical edge in each picture is marked by the red arrows. (a) The front face of the
detector showing scintillator and detector box. Note that this side is facing down in (b)—(d). (b) A bottom
view of the detector showing the placement of the PMTs. (c) A top view of the detector showing the addi-
tional light-guides (white blocks) and the two PMTs that are not directly placed on the light-guide attached
to the scintillator, but coupled to it via the additional light-guides in a stacked structure. (d) The scintillator
underneath the light-guide.
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4.2.2. Read-out scheme

Figure 4.3 illustrates the read-out scheme. The signal from each PMT is continuously
sampled through a pulse shaping circuit, which includes low pass filters and pole-zero
correction by one of the ADC channels on a NI-5752 ADC board (sampling frequency
50 MHz) mounted on a NI PXIe-7961 FPGA. The FPGA is programmed in LabVIEW and
stores the 15 PMTs’ ADC values in cyclic buffers with 1k depth (20 µs). The ADC sample
stream from each channel is high-pass filtered to create a trigger signal, and if any of
the 15 trigger signals is above a preset threshold (logic OR operation), an event will be
triggered. After a trigger, the 15 PMTs’ cyclic buffers are read, and the sum of 90 samples
following the trigger signal is considered to represent the PMT pulse integral, while 15
samples preceding the trigger signal are used as a baseline reference. The sum of the
90 samples subtracted by the baseline offset determined by the 15 samples is calculated.
During the event processing, new triggers are not accepted. An event data structure
contains the 15 integrals of PMT pulses corrected for their own individual baselines, a
timestamp, an event number, and a trigger map (indicating which PMT triggered the
event). The events built on FPGA are transferred to a PC through a DMA transceiver. On
the PC, a LabVIEW program controls the data acquisition process.

Figure 4.3: The PMT signal acquisition and XYZ linear module controlled by the PC.

4.2.3. Position and energy estimation

The interaction position and energy for each event are both estimated with Anger logic
(centroid of gravity) and ML: the result of the former is the start location of the search
in the latter. To improve Anger estimation, a threshold is applied to each PMT output
followed by a linearity correction [169].

TheML algorithm is implemented based on a Gaussian model instead of a Poissonmodel,
as the absolute number of optical photons collected by PMTs is hard tomeasure [145, 160].
If the Gaussian mean and standard deviation of the output of PMT 𝑚 (𝜇 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝐸) and
𝜎 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝐸), referred to as reference PMT outputs) are known for gamma photons at all
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possible interaction location and energy combinations (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝐸), one can calculate the
likelihood that an interaction resulted in the measured PMT outputs. The interaction
location and energy combination (�̂�, �̂�, �̂�) estimated by the ML algorithm is the one that
maximises this likelihood. Details of ML estimation can be found in [140, 145, 160, 185].

The detector was calibrated only with a 140 keV beam source (see 4.2.4) and the reference
PMT outputs for other energies were obtained by scaling the 140 keV outputs (both 𝜇
and 𝜎 ). The values of 𝜎 are scaled taking into account the detector intrinsic energy
resolution of ~5% [164, 165].

A combined estimation of the interaction location and energy (�̂�, �̂�, �̂�), i.e. a full search in
3D space, is computationally expensive. However, for single-isotope imaging the interac-
tion energy is only used to reject scattered events. As this can also be done by likelihood
thresholding [160, 175], we also implemented an ML estimation of only the interaction
position (𝑥, 𝑦) and then applied the likelihood threshold to reject scatter.

The energy estimation in our Anger logic implementation is done by comparing the light
collection of the test event with the reference mean light collection at the Anger esti-
mated position, normalised by 140 keV (using the same reference PMT outputs from ML
calibration). As a check, we also estimated the interaction energy with the same Anger
approach in case we used likelihood thresholding for scatter rejection.

4.2.4. Calibration

Before assembling the 15 PMTs into the gamma camera, their relative gains were first
calibrated by measuring their photopeak positions in the gamma ray detection spectra.
This relative gain is used in Anger logic position estimation, which serves as a starting
point of ML estimation. To this end, a small piece of NaI crystal was mounted on top
of each of the PMTs, and two gamma sources, 57Co and 241Am, were placed near the
setup. Subsequently, the relative gain of each PMT was measured for at least 48 hours,
and the average value after it settled to a stable value was taken. Two additional gain
measurements were done to determine the attenuation of the scintillation light within
the two pieces of additional light-guides. After inserting each of the two additional light-
guides between the small NaI crystal and a PMT, we compared the measured photopeak
position to the measurement without the light-guide and in this way we obtained the
attenuation of light in the 150mm long quartz glass. This attenuationwas later accounted
for in the PMT gains for the two PMTs behind the two additional light-guides. The PMT
gains were used in gain corrections in all subsequent measurements.

After the gain calibration, all PMTs and additional light-guides were mounted onto the
gamma detector. Subsequently a trigger calibration and a position calibration were ap-
plied. To this end, a beam collimator was used as is conventional in gamma detector
calibration with monolithic scintillators [145–147, 160, 175, 186, 187]. A disk with 50 MBq
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99mTc inside was put in a lead-made beam collimator with a Ø1.1×25 mm3 hole to obtain
a perpendicular gamma photon beam on the detector. We obtained about 1000 counts
per second within the photopeak with this activity. The beam collimator was fixed on
an XYZ linear module with 0.03 mm positioning accuracy that could scan over the whole
scintillator area.

The trigger thresholds of the PMTs were set according to the criterion that only the in-
teractions close to a PMT could possibly trigger this PMT. Details of the criterion are
illustrated with the example in Figure 4.4. With the chosen thresholds, the trigger rate
from the same beam should be more or less constant irrespective of placement with re-
spect to the PMTs.

Figure 4.4: Example of the criterion of setting trigger thresholds: interactions at position A (above the sensitive
area of PMT 10), should trigger PMT 10 but should not trigger other PMTs; interactions at position B (above the
gap between PMT 10 and 7), should either trigger PMT 10 or 7 but should not trigger other PMTs; interactions
at position C (above the interstitial of PMT 10, 7, and 5), should trigger PMT 10, 7, or 5, but should not trigger
other PMTs. Based on these criteria, the trigger area for every PMT can be drawn (dotted red line).

After proper PMT trigger thresholds were set, the scintillator was scanned by the colli-
mated 140 keV photon beams in a 5 mm pitch grid (4 s per position), while recording the
PMT outputs at each of these positions. The first and last rows/columns of the scanned
positions were 1 mm from the nearest scintillator edges. This measurement was done to
get the reference PMT outputs used in ML estimation and Anger linearity correction (see
4.2.3).

Subsequently, scattered photons were removed from the calibration measurement with
the following procedure consisting of three steps:

• Step 1: filter out the events that were triggered by the PMT(s) whose trigger area
(see Figure 4.4) did not include the known calibration position.

• Step 2: filter out the events that are outside the photopeak in the spectrum of the
(sum of) triggered PMT output(s) (outside the photopeak is defined as being outside
twice its full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM)).

• Step 3: filter out the events that are outside the photopeak in the spectrum of the
sum of all PMT outputs. Figure 4.5 illustrates the effects of these three steps on
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the events measured at position B in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.5: Example of the effect of the three cleaning steps on the spectrum of the sum of all PMT outputs. (a)
Output spectra resulting from a calibration beam at position B in Figure 4.4 (same layout as the PMT layout).
(b)—(d) shows the sum of spectra of all PMTs at each step: (b) is before the cleaning procedure; (c) is after
selecting the events triggered by PMT 10 and 7; (d) is after filtering out the events outside the photopeak of the
sum spectrum of PMT 10 and 7. A photopeak window is applied to (d) subsequently as Step 3 to further remove
residual scattered events.

After the three-step ‘cleaning’ procedure, the 𝜇 and 𝜎 of each PMT signal over all
‘clean’ events were calculated for a given beam position, and this 5 mm-interval calibra-
tion dataset of PMTs’ was then bi-cubically interpolated into a 1 mm grid to be used in ML
estimation. The ‘clean’ calibration data is also used to calculate the mean light collection
map and light collection resolution map of the detector. Light collection is determined
by summing the mean output of all PMTs, while light collection resolution is calculated
by taking the FWHM of the photopeak of the spectrum of the sum of all PMT outputs
and dividing it by its mean. We use the term light collection to differentiate the direct
sum signal (in ADC units) from the estimated energy (in keV units). Similarly, light collec-
tion resolution is obtained from the light collection spectrum, while energy resolution is
obtained from the spectrum of estimated energies.

The likelihood threshold map described in 4.2.3 is also generated from the calibration
data. From earlierMonte Carlo simulations and literature [140, 160], we chose the thresh-
old to be 15% meaning that the threshold would reject the 15% least likely events in the
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‘clean’ dataset. Later, we also tested other thresholds for comparison. An example like-
lihood spectrum with the chosen threshold is shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: The likelihood spectrum of the ‘clean’ events at position B in Figure 4.4. The 15% likelihood threshold
at this position occurs for a log-likelihood of -157.

4.2.5. Test datameasurement

Several test datasets were acquired to characterise the detector’s intrinsic spatial res-
olution, its spatial linearity, its energy resolution, and its uniformity. It is important to
note that the ‘cleaning’ procedure in 4.2.4 was not applied to test data as a priori knowl-
edge when evaluating the camera performance as with the test data we want to mimic
the realistic situation in which the origin of the gamma photon is unknown.

The first measurement was a line spread function (LSF) measurement. According to
NEMA standard [168], the intrinsic spatial resolution and linearity are to be evaluated
as the profiles of LSFs, measured by masking the detector with a lead plate with ver-
tical/horizontal slots of 1 mm-width and a gamma source put far away in front of the
detector. We used our beam collimator and the XYZ linear module to imitate such a
measurement by sweeping the source in vertical and horizontal lines along the detec-
tor face with a speed of 7.5 mm/s back-and-forth. The count density of the lines on the
detector was about 1500 counts/mm. The LSFs were put at a 10 mm interval at the cen-
tre of the detector and at a 6 mm interval near the edges. We took multiple 1 mm-wide
profiles perpendicular to every LSF and fit a Gaussian function to every profile (default
Trust-Region fit implemented in MATLAB™). From this fit, we calculated the FWHM
resolution and differential linearity (averaged standard deviation of the fitted profile cen-
tres of each line). The first and last lines were 3 mm from the nearest scintillator edges.
The sweeping method should give equivalent result as the NEMAmethod, but is easier to
apply (we are not in the possession of slit masks) and more flexible (different slit intervals
can be tested).

The second test dataset came from a point spread function (PSF) measurement which
was acquired in the same way as the calibration dataset, except that a 10 mm pitch grid
in the centre of the detector and a 6 mm pitch near the edges was used. The first and last
rows/columns of the PSF tested positions were also 3 mm from the nearest scintillator
edge. This dataset was used to characterise the energy resolution of the detector that
can be obtained by different estimation algorithms. The PSFs are easy to ‘clean’ com-
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pared with LSFs, as was described in the ‘cleaning’ procedure in 4.2.4, and for this reason
they were also used to analyse in-depth the estimated PSFs from different algorithms,
the scatter rejection capability with different methods, and the influence of different
thresholds in likelihood threshold ML.

The third measurement done was a uniformity measurement which was performed, ac-
cording to NEMA [168], by putting an uncollimated source of 13 MBq 99mTc in front of the
detector two meters away and measuring for 50 minutes. Then the counts were resam-
pled in 5×5 mm2 superpixels and filtered by a 9-point kernel [[1, 2, 1], [2, 4, 2], [1, 2, 1]].
The integral and differential uniformity were subsequently calculated over the whole de-
tector using the definition:

uniformity = max−min
max+min × 100%, (4.1)

where max and min are the maximum and minimum superpixel values on the whole de-
tector for integral uniformity, and the local maxima and minima over 5 consecutive su-
perpixels for differential uniformity. A separate uniform irradiation measurement (7 MBq
99mTc for 100 minutes, 2 m from detector) was done to obtain the correction map for
calculating a corrected uniformity (uncorrected flood image pixel-wise divided by the
correction map).

4.3. Results

4.3.1. Maps from calibration data

From the calibration data, we obtained the light collection, light collection resolution and
15% likelihood threshold maps over the detector surface (see Figure 4.7). As explained in
4.2.4, these three maps are subsequently used in energy estimation and scatter rejec-
tion. As the scintillator has black edges, it can be expected that the light collection is
not uniform over the whole surface. This was indeed the case; compared to the central
part of the detector, the edges had about 60% light collection while the corners collect
about 40% as much light. The horizontal asymmetry of Figure 4.7a may be caused by the
reflector above the scintillator at the top-left corner not being properly attached to the
scintillator. Consequently, the FWHM light collection resolution map was comparable
to that of a conventional large area white edge Anger camera in the centre (~9%), yet
poorer at the edges and corners (~15%). Here the light collection resolution is equivalent
to the optimal energy resolution of the detector as it is from a ‘clean’ dataset and free
from possible inaccuracy from position/energy estimation methods.
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Figure 4.7: From the calibration data, we acquired (a) the light collection map (b) the light collection resolution
map, which is equivalent to the optimal energy resolution, and (c) the likelihood threshold map (here we show
the 15% likelihood threshold).

4.3.2. Position estimation

For the measured vertical and horizontal LSFs, we used two methods to estimate the
interaction position and to reject scatter events. The first method was to use ML to co-
estimate both interaction position and energy (called energy ML). In this case the energy
window was set to a width of twice the FWHM of the light collection resolution (Fig-
ure 4.7b). The LSFs estimated with this method are shown in Figure 4.8a, from which in-
terpolated spatial resolution maps (Figure 4.8b) are calculated. The second method used
was the application of a likelihood threshold to remove scatter events (called 15% likeli-
hood ML). The likelihood threshold is location-dependent and was shown in Figure 4.7c.
The LSFs estimated with this method are provided in Figure 4.8c, from which the spa-
tial resolution maps of Figure 4.8d are calculated. Note that the LSFs near the edges in
Figure 4.8a and 4.8c were differently spaced (6 mm intervals) than in the centre (10 mm
intervals). It is clear that likelihood thresholding gives better results than energyML near
the edges in terms of average differential linearity (ℓ̄ .) and average spatial resolution
(�̄� ). For the last 30 mm from the scintillator critical edge, the energy ML method gave
an average spatial resolution of 3.58 mm and 5.32 mm in horizontal and vertical direc-
tions respectively, while the likelihood thresholding method gave 3.60 mm and 4.33 mm
resolution.

4.3.3. Scatter rejection

Intrinsic spatial resolution characterises the FWHM of the line profiles but does not tell
how well scattered events are removed (which would add background counts to the de-
tector). Additionally, it is important to check that the algorithms do not throw away
true (i.e. non-scattered) events as this would negatively impact the detector’s sensitivity.
Therefore, to better characterise these properties for the energy ML and 15% likelihood
ML methods, we here checked these issues using the PSF measurement and compared
results with that of conventional Anger logic, as this is the standard method and should
still work well in the centre of our detector. For this comparison, the energy window in
Anger estimation was set to the same values as the energy window used in energy ML. In
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Figure 4.8: LSF test dataset as measured by the gamma detector using different algorithms for position esti-
mation. (a) Detector images obtained with an ( , , ) 3D ML search, with (b) resulting interpolated spatial
resolution maps. (c) Detector images obtained with likelihood thresholding (threshold set at 15% least likely
calibration data) with (d) resulting calculated and interpolated spatial resolution maps. The averaged differen-
tial linearity ℓ̄ . and intrinsic spatial resolution ̄ are also provided. Note that the LSFs near the edges in (a)
and (c) were differently spaced (6 mm intervals) than in the centre (10 mm intervals).The rectangular frame in
all the images marks the edge of the scintillator.

Figure 4.9a—c, all estimated test PSFs are shown for energy ML, 15% likelihood ML and
Anger logic. The PSF within the yellow box (which is 25 mm from the critical edge of
the scintillator) was subsequently projected onto the horizontal axis and shown in Fig-
ure 4.9d—f in semi-log scale for the same algorithms. These plots show that background
counts were present although these were not visible on the scale of Figure 4.9a—c and
did not contribute to the FWHM spatial resolution. However, such background counts
may play a role when reconstructing images from the projections and an algorithmwhich
is better able to reject them is generally preferable. In this experiment, these background
counts most likely originated from background radiation and scatter in the beam colli-
mator plus its holder.

As is already clear from visual inspection of Figure 4.9d—f, 15% likelihoodML (Figure 4.9e)
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Figure 4.9: (a) The test PSFs estimated with the energy ML method. (b) The test PSFs estimated with 15%
likelihood ML. (c) The test PSFs estimated with Anger estimation; the central linear region is up to about 25 mm
to the edges. (d)—(f) show projections of the marked PSF in the yellow boxes in (a)—(c) in semi-log scale. (g)—
(i) show the spatial distribution of the energy resolution from (a)—(c). In (i) only the energy resolution in the
central part of the detector is calculated as the position estimation is completely distorted at the edges.

resulted in more counts in the background than the other two methods. A quantitative
comparison of the three methods’ average central PSF and background count ratios is
shown in Table 4.1. Here the central PSF and background count ratios are defined as
the number of counts inside or outside Ø10 mm of the irradiation position, divided by
all incoming photons. As a reference, we also show these numbers for the same dataset
but with scatter removed by the ‘cleaning’ procedure of 4.2.4 and with position estimated
with the ML algorithm without any event rejection (called ‘clean’ data ML).

In the centre of the detector where Anger logic was able to obtain linear position estima-
tion (at least 15 mm away from the left and right edges, 25 mm from the upper and lower
edges), Anger logic, energy ML, and 15% likelihood ML lead to similar central PSF count
ratios as the ‘clean’ dataset, thus all methods have similar behaviour for non-scattered
events. However, the background count ratios were different: the ‘cleaning’ procedure
left only 1.1% background, while Anger logic and energy ML left 7.7% and 9.3% respec-
tively, and the 15% likelihood ML had a 16% background count ratio, which was the high-
est among the three methods.

Over the whole detector, 15% likelihood threshold still leads to similar central PSF count
ratios as the ‘clean’ dataset (34% vs. 35% respectively), while the difference in background
count ratios between these two methods was still large (2.4% vs. 18%); energy ML had
a reduced central PSF count ratio over the whole detector (30%) because the position
estimation near the edges was quite poor. We also varied the likelihood threshold to see
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Table 4.1: The average central PSF and background count ratio of test positions in the centre of the detector
or over the whole detector for different algorithms

method and region central PSF count ratio background count ratio

centre of detector

‘clean’ data ML 0.36 0.011
Anger 0.36 0.077
energy ML 0.36 0.093
ML likelihood threshold 15% 0.34 0.16

whole detector

‘clean’ data ML 0.35 0.024
Anger N/A N/A
energy ML 0.30 0.11

ML likelihood threshold

12% 0.34 0.19
15% 0.34 0.18
18% 0.33 0.18
21% 0.32 0.16
25% 0.31 0.15
30% 0.30 0.15
37% 0.28 0.13
45% 0.25 0.11

if that is a proper way to reject more background counts. However, from Table 4.1 it can
be seen that using a higher threshold leads to rejection of more background only at the
expense of rejecting as many valid events (events near irradiated position). To evaluate
how the estimated energy from energy ML correlates to the calculated likelihood from
15% likelihood ML, we made a scatter plot for the events’ likelihoods and energies which
is shown in the appendix Figure 4.11.

4.3.4. Energy resolution

Figure 4.9g—i showed the estimated energy resolution obtained with the three meth-
ods. At the central region, all three methods gave similar energy resolution of about 10%,
which, understandably, is poorer than the light collection resolution in Figure 4.7b, as
this is the best achievable energy resolution obtained from calibration data from which
scatter was removed. The linear region of Anger logic is limited to the central part of the
detector, so for Anger logic only the energy resolution in the central part is shown. An
unreasonable feature in Figure 4.9h is that the edges have even better energy resolution
than the central part. We checked the estimated energy spectra near the edges and the
15% likelihood ML method tends to estimate a test event at the position where the ref-
erence light collection is similar to the test event’s light collection. We therefore cannot
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use the energy estimation results near the edges from the 15% likelihood ML to facilitate
scatter rejection.

4.3.5. Uniformity

As was shown in 4.3.3 and 4.3.4, energy ML did not give an equally accurate position
estimation near the critical edge as 15% likelihood ML and it was also slow, therefore
15% likelihood ML is the preferred method for our MP-MBT application. For this reason,
we only applied the 15% likelihood threshold algorithm to the uniformity measurement
data. Figure 4.10a shows the flood image obtained in this way. Piled-up counts can be
observed at the edges and distortions occur at the corners. The source of the pile-ups
are discussed in the Discussion section. With the approach described in 4.2.5, in the
central region, defined as the detector area more than 5 mm away from any edge, we
calculated the integral uniformity of the detector to be 12% and themaximum differential
uniformities to be 8% and 7% in horizontal and vertical direction respectively without any
uniformity correction. After uniformity correction (shown in Figure 4.10b), in the same
region the integral uniformity was 1.7%while themaximum differential uniformities were
1.2% and 1.3% in horizontal and vertical directions.

Figure 4.10: Flood image measured with a 13 MBq 99mTc source placed about 2 m in front of the detector for 50
minutes without any uniformity correction (a), and after uniformity correction (b). Pixel size shown is 1 mm2.
The rectangular frame marks the edge of the scintillator.

4.4. Discussion
From the measurement results shown in Figure 4.8, it can be inferred that the proposed
detector usingML position estimationwith likelihood thresholding gives an intrinsic spa-
tial resolution comparable to that of conventional Anger cameras in the centre (about
3.5 mm resolution). Near the critical edge, the vertical resolution is somewhat degraded
(4.3 mm on average in the last 30 mm from edge), but this region is completely useless in
conventional Anger cameras. Energy ML gives much poorer spatial resolution near the
scintillator’s edges and is slower than the 15% likelihood threshold method. Therefore
energy ML seems not to be the most suitable algorithm for this detector. The test po-
sitions are up to 3 mm to the scintillator edges while the calibration positions are up to
1 mm to the scintillator edges. Considering the good spatial linearity and uniformity near
the critical edge with 15% likelihood ML, it is fair to say that the dead edges are less than
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3 mm from the scintillator edge. Including the 12 mm sealing required to preserve the
enclosing hygroscopic NaI(Tl) crystal, the overall dead edge of the detector is thus less
than 15 mm. This is much better than the 4 cm dead edge for conventional gamma cam-
eras, and should be sufficient to realise the proposed and simulated MP-MBT for which
we already performed simulations with 15 mm dead edge gamma camera and found re-
sults very similar to those in [32, 33]. If, in the future, the sealingmaterial over the critical
edge could be reduced while the NaI(Tl) is still well protected, the scintillator could be
positioned closer to the critical edge and the overall critical edge could be even reduced.

Ideally, to evaluate the effect of the two additional light guides one would like to experi-
mentally compare different gamma camera geometries. Unfortunately, this is not possi-
ble due to practical constraints (rearranging the PMTs in the current detector may lead
to damage). However, in an earlier study we have simulated a gamma detector of similar
dimension as the assembled one but with different PMT arrangements [140], including
the current one and an arrangement without additional light-guides. The experimental
detector compares well to the simulation results in terms of spatial resolution. Especially
the similarity in how resolution varies over the detector area is striking; the best resolu-
tion is obtained in the interstitials between PMTs, a poorer resolution is achieved above
the centres of PMTs, and the poorest resolution is above the centre of the edge PMTs.
Based on these similarities with simulations, we believe that for a detector without ad-
ditional light guides the last 30 mm critical edge would have spatial resolution similar to
that above PMT 13 (see Figure 4.4) in the assembled detector which is among the poorest
areas of the detector. This would seriously hamper our MP-MBT scanner’s performance.

Additionally, we would like to point out that a design with additional light guides along
the full critical edge was also simulated Figure 4.4. While such a design is beneficial for
resolution near the critical edge, the downside is a much poorer spatial resolution along
the opposite edge. Therefore, we chose to build the current staggered design. The sim-
ulation results were presented in Chapter 3.

From Table 4.1 the 15% likelihood threshold seems to be a proper choice as the number
of accepted counts in the PSF is comparable to that of Anger logic, indicating that valid
events are accepted. The background found in the test data (as shown in Figure 4.9e) is
hard to get rid of by adjusting the likelihood threshold, as is evident from the numbers
in Table 4.1. This background also exists for energy ML and Anger position estimation
(Figure 4.9d and 4.9f), but its magnitude is about 40% smaller for these methods than for
15% likelihood ML. Similarly, we checked that in the LSF measurements, the background
counts (counts within 5 mm from the scanned lines) also have about 40% smaller magni-
tude for energyML than for 15% likelihoodML (in the centre of the detector). This means
that energy windowing is still better at scatter rejection than likelihood thresholding, and
this could be a reason to use energy windowing in the central region of the detector and
use likelihood thresholding only near the edges. Whether this background will be a big
issue or not has to be checked in a real scanner where scattered photons from the torso
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are present and need to be rejected.

The flood image in Figure 4.10a contains quite obvious pile-up counts at the edges. These
pile-ups are partly due to theML algorithm, which tends to give a certain amount of pile-
ups at the end of its search grid. In Figure 4.8e and 4.8g, and Figure 4.9b, there are indeed
some observable pile-ups in the last pixels near the edges of the scintillator, though the
effect is very small. The main source of the pile-ups is probably the presence of the
aluminium case of the scintillator. As was mentioned in 4.2.1, the scintillator is placed
in an aluminium case with a thickness of 12 mm at the critical edge and 4 mm to other
edges. The critical edge requires more sealing space as the light-guide does not extend
over the scintillator’s edge very much, while at the other three edges, the light-guide
edges extend about 30 mm over the scintillator’s edge. As the cross section for scatter
of 140 keV gamma photons in aluminium is large, extra scatter events will take place near
the critical edge. It should be kept in mind that when using the camera, the aluminium
sides of the detector should be shielded.

In SPECT imaging, scatter rejection with simply one photopeak window is not always
sufficient. A triple energy window scatter correction is often applied [54, 135]. With the
ML likelihood thresholdingmethod, the counts in the side energywindows aremostly re-
jected and thus we can no longer implement a triple energy window correction. Onemay
think of using three reference PMT output sets plus three likelihood threshold sets for
three energy windows (photopeak and two side energies) respectively in order to obtain
projection images of the three energy windows, and then apply a triple energy window
scatter correction. The reference PMT outputs for the 140 keV photopeak are directly
calculated from the calibration measurement, and to get the reference PMT outputs in
the two side energy windows, wemay scale the calibrationmeasurement to the side win-
dow energies, and then follow the process in 4.2.4. This idea will be tested in the future
with phantom scans.

The current detector is designed and built to be applied in a MP-MBT system in which
there is one critical edge. However, the proposed additional light-guide design can in
principle be extended to all edges of the detector if required, so that it can meet the
requirements of dedicated cardiac SPECT scanners, or any other applications in which
minimising dead edges is important.

4.5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented and experimentally evaluated a black-edge gamma de-
tector with staggered PMT arrangement in combination with ML position estimation.
We found that the detector has the ability to also estimate events near the scintillator’s
edges; the detector dead edge including the 12 mm sealing case is less than 15 mm. The
detector therefore is a good and cost-effective solution when conventional cameras with
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roughly 4 cm dead edges are not acceptable.
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Appendix

Figure 4.11: A scatter plot of the log-likelihood from likelihood ML and estimated energy from energy ML for all
events in the PSF test data measurement. Only the centre of the detector is considered (as this is the region
where both algorithms estimate positions properly ) and rejected events are included. It is clear that a large
log-likelihood strongly correlates with a 140 keV photopeak energy. For other energies, most events have a
clearly decreased likelihood, but for lower energies there also exist events with a rather high likelihood. These
events most probably are the cause that windowing estimated energy is more effective in scatter rejection than
likelihood thresholding (see Table 4.1).
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I n recent years, breast imaging using radiolabelled molecules has attracted signifi-
cant interest. Our group has proposed a multi-pinhole molecular breast tomosyn-

thesis (MP-MBT) scanner to obtain 3D functional molecular breast images at high res-
olutions. After conducting extensive optimisation studies using simulations, we here
present a first prototype ofMP-MBT and evaluate its performance using physical phan-
toms. The MP-MBT design is based on two opposing gamma cameras that can image
a lightly compressed pendant breast. Each gamma camera consists of a 250×150 mm2

detector equipped with a collimator with multiple pinholes focusing on a line. The
NaI(Tl) gamma detector is a customised design with 3.5 mm intrinsic spatial resolu-
tion and high spatial linearity near the edges due to a novel light-guide geometry and
the use of square PMTs. A volume-of-interest is scanned by translating the collimator
and gamma detector together in a sequence that optimises count yield from the scan
region. Derenzo-like resolution phantom images showed that the system can reach
3.5 mm resolution for a clinically realistic 99mTc activity concentration in an 11-minute
scan, while in breast phantoms the smallest spheres visible were 6 mm in diameter
for the same scan time. To conclude, the experimental results of the novel MP-MBT
scanner showed that the setup had sub-centimetre breast tumour detection capability
which might facilitate 3D molecular breast cancer imaging in the future.

5.1. Introduction
Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in women. About 25% of cancer
diagnoses and 15% of cancer deaths in females are due to breast cancer [1]. X-ray mam-
mography (sometimes assisted by ultrasound ormagnetic resonance imaging) is themost
widely-used imaging modality in breast cancer diagnosis [2]. Although X-ray mammog-
raphy has generally high diagnostic sensitivity (over 80%) and reasonably low dose (less
than 1 mSv), it suffers from a reduced sensitivity for patients with dense breasts, which is
especially disadvantageous as denser breasts are associated with a higher risk of getting
breast cancer [10, 11]. Recently, dedicated molecular breast imaging using radiolabelled
tracers has been applied in a clinical setting and has been proven to provide diagnostic
information complementary to that of conventional X-ray mammography, especially for
patients with dense breasts [30, 31]. Several planar breast scintigraphy devices [57–60],
dedicated breast SPECT [63, 71, 177] and PET [65, 66, 68, 69] scanners are under devel-
opment or available on the market. As many tracers assessing physiological processes
such as blood flow, glucose consumption, aberrant cellular proliferation, gene/protein
expression associated with cancer, lipid metabolism, and tumour hypoxia are available
or under development [23], molecular imaging may not only have diagnostic applications
but also play a role in developing individualised treatment plans or inmonitoring therapy.

Recently, our groupproposed a novelmulti-pinholemolecular breast tomosynthesis (MP-
MBT) scanner dedicated to image the 3D distribution of single gamma-emitting tracers
in the breast, with the aim to detect sub-centimetre breast tumours [32, 46]. In the
MP-MBT design in Figure 5.1, the patient lies prone on a bed containing a hole for the
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breast which is slightly compressed by two transparent compression plates. Two we-
bcams placed behind the compression plates view the breast and their images serve as
input to a graphical user interface on which the user can select a scan region [188]. The
breast is then scanned by translating two gamma cameras equipped with focusing multi-
pinhole collimators over a sequence of camera positions. Due to the focusing pinhole
geometry and the possibility to confine the scan region, the scanner has the option to
focus on a small suspect region to increase count yield from that region.

Figure 5.1: MP-MBT design. (a) A sagittal view of the scanner with the six rows of pinholes and geometry of the
system shown. (b) Coronal view through section pp’ in (a) with the focusing geometry of the pinholes shown.
(c) The multi-pinhole collimator 3D design showing multi-pinhole collimator and shielding plate.

Based on previously conducted optimisation studies [32, 33, 140], we have built a pro-
totype scanner to experimentally characterise the concept of MP-MBT. To evaluate the
performance of the prototype scanner, we performed phantom experiments with cus-
tomised resolution and breast phantoms. In this paper, we describe the newly built MP-
MBT setup and present the phantom scan results.
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5.2.Methods
The built prototype setup contains a dedicated gamma detector with a multi-pinhole
collimator mounted in front, an XYZ linear module (GaoGong ChuanDong Co., Ltd.) to
translate the gamma camera (0.03 mm precision according to manufacturer’s specifica-
tions), and a table in front of the gamma camera with a hole in it to imitate the patient bed
(Figure 5.2). In the designed geometry, two gamma cameras view the breast from oppo-
site directions. As we currently have only one gamma camera available we emulate the
two-camera imaging procedure by scanning the phantom from one side, rotating it by
180°, and scanning it again from the other side. The equivalent camera-camera distance
in the scans is 63 mm (see also Figure 5.1a).

Figure 5.2: (a) MP-MBT proof-of-concept setup. The customised gamma camera is equipped with a multi-
pinhole collimator and placed underneath the table representing the patient bed. It can be translated with a
linear XYZ module. (b) A schematic representation of the customised gamma detector showing the encapsu-
lated scintillator and light-guide, as well as two additional light-guides wrapped in reflecting material, and the
15 PMTs [174].

5.2.1. Collimator and gammadetector details

The lead multi-pinhole collimator (Figure 5.1c) contains a 6 mm-thick collimator plate
with 42 pinholes, as well as a second 10 mm-thick shielding plate with rectangular holes
between the collimator and the detector to prevent overlapping of pinhole projections on
the detector. The two plates are attached by four surrounding 3 mm-thick rectangular
plates made of lead. The pinholes in the collimator are grouped in 6 rows of 7 pinholes
each. The 7 pinholes in each row all focus on a point 40 mm away from the collimator
face, with a maximum angle between pinhole axis and direction perpendicular to the
collimator of 50° (Figure 5.1b). The distance between neighbouring rows of pinholes is
24 mm. Each pinhole has a 2.9 mm diameter and opening angle of 40°. As in this design,
the breast is viewed by the pinholes over an angular range less than 180°, the technique is
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denoted by tomosynthesis instead of tomography. The design criteria for this collimator
can be found in [33]. The front face of the collimator is placed 38 mm in front of the
entrance face of the gamma detector.

A regular Anger detector was not suitable for this setup because of the large unusable
edges (> 4 cm) that are commonly present in these type of detectors [140]. We, there-
fore, employ a customised design, comprising a 250×150×9.5 mm3 NaI(Tl) scintillator
(Scionix B.V.) attached to a 13.3 mm-thick glass light-guide and read out by 15 Hama-
matsu R6236 square PMTs with a 56×56 mm2 effective area placed in a staggered layout
(see Figure 5.2b). The staggered PMT layout is enabled by a novel light-guide design [174]:
two PMTs at the upper edge of the detector collect the light from the scintillator through
two additional light-guides; such a design allows to realise the staggered layout without
having to extend these two PMTs outside the scintillator’s upper edge where the patient
bed is located and thus no space is available. With this novel detector design, facilitated
by maximum likelihood interaction position estimation [160], we are able to obtain high
spatial linearity near the detector edges in a cost-effective way as we used rather large
PMTs and a continuous scintillator. The unusable upper edge of gamma detector is about
15 mm including the 12 mm thick sealing case for the scintillator. The average full-width
half-maximum (FWHM) spatial resolution for the gamma detector is 3.4 mm and 3.7 mm
in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The detailed description and the per-
formance of this customised gamma detector was reported in Chapter 4.

5.2.2. Point source calibration and systemmatrix generation

To calibrate the scanner, we measured 522 point source responses over the field of view
by moving the gamma camera in front of a 10 MBq 99mTc point source of about Ø1 mm
(Figure 5.3a), which is very similar to the point source calibration procedure described
in [189]. In total, the calibration measurement took about one hour. This measurement
was used to obtain the position/orientation deviations of the assembled gamma cam-
era with respect to the designed geometry similar as was done in [190]. In this method,
it is assumed that the actual collimator-detector geometry is well described by a rota-
tion/translation with respect to the design. Thus, from the calibration, 12 parameters
have to be estimated (3 angles describing the rotation, 3 distances describing the trans-
lation, both for the collimator and the detector). The system matrix for image recon-
struction was subsequently generated using voxelized raytracing (VRT) software devel-
oped in our group [54] with the designed geometry and the geometrical information from
the point source calibration as inputs. VRT takes attenuation (in the collimator and the
detector) into account but ignores photon scatter. The collimator in VRT was modelled
with 1/8 mm voxels of different materials (lead or vacuum) and the detector was mod-
elled by a continuous piece of 9.5 mm-thick NaI. The scintillation process and electronic
noise of the gamma detector are also notmodelled in VRT. Instead, the combined effect is
included in the detector intrinsic energy resolution modelling. The gamma detector in-
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trinsic spatial resolution was set to 3.5 mm FWHM by blurring the VRT-generated point
source responses with a 3.5 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel, which was the average value
over the whole detector surface obtained by measurements [174]. As we had only one
gamma camera, we measured the system matrix for this gamma camera and rotate it
180° to generate the system matrix for the virtually opposite gamma camera.

Figure 5.3: Setup for calibration and phantom measurements. (a) Setup for point source measurement includ-
ing an enlarged view of the source. (b) The Derenzo-like resolution phantomwith rod diameters indicated (rods
were filled with red ink for better visualisation). (c) Resolution phantom measurement setup for horizontal and
vertical directions in order to analyse the spatial resolution in transverse and coronal planes. (d) Tumour phan-
tom with the diameters of the spheres and distances between neighbouring spheres indicated (spheres were
filled with red ink for better visualisation). (e) Breast phantom measurement setup with the tumour phantom
inside.

5.2.3. Phantom scans

To assess the spatial resolution of the scanner, a Derenzo-like resolution phantom (Fig-
ure 5.3b), 3D printed in our institute (with Formlabs Clear resin), was scanned. The phan-
tom is a 50 mm × Ø52 mm cylinder, with 35 mm long cylindrical rods inside. At each end
of the rods, a chamber of 3 mm × Ø47 mm facilitates filling of the phantom. Scans of
the phantom with the rods filled with two activity concentration levels (37 kBq/mL and
370 kBq/mL 99mTc) were obtained to evaluate the system resolution. The phantom was
placed in the (virtual) centre in between the two gamma cameras during scanning. To
check the spatial resolution in transverse and coronal directions, two scans were per-
formed at each activity concentration with the phantom in two different orientations
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(Figure 5.3c).

Secondly, a breast phantom containing spheres of different sizes, representing different
tumours, was scanned. The breast chamber (DSM Somos® Watershed XC 11122 resin;
QingLiu 3D Tech. Co., Ltd.) was 3D printed and has the shape of a semi-elliptic cylinder
with 110mm semi-major axis, 75mm semi-minor axis, and 55mm thickness, representing
the dimensions of a mildly compressed average breast (Figure 5.3e) [133, 177]. The tumour
phantom (3D Systems Accura®60 resin; Phantech LLC.) was also 3D printed and contains
three sets of Ø8 mm, Ø7 mm, Ø6mm, and Ø5mm spheres connected by Ø1 mm channels
(Figure 5.3d). The neighbouring spheres in each set have a 24 mm separation, and all
spheres are at a distance of 22.5 mm and 40.5 mm from the two collimator plates. The
99mTc activity concentration injected into the tumour phantomwas 37 kBq/mL while the
breast phantomwas filled with a background activity concentration of 3.7 kBq/mL. These
levels represent a realistic activity concentration in a clinical setting when 925 MBq of
99mTc-Sestamibi is injected [113, 133, 191]. A measurement with a 15 times higher activity
concentration was also done as a reference.

Two scanning modes were applied in the phantom experiments; a whole-breast mode
and a focusing mode. The whole-breast mode uses a sequence of gamma camera posi-
tions that is suitable to scan the entire breast; in this case, the gamma cameramoves over
a 156 mm distance in the horizontal direction and 22.5 mm in the vertical direction (90
scan positions). In the focusing mode, the scan sequence is adapted such that only part
of the breast is imaged. In this case, the gamma cameramoves 18mmhorizontally around
the Ø5 mm spheres and also 22.5 mm vertically (55 scan positions). A description of the
specific scanned position in the whole-breast mode and focusing mode can be found in
the appendix. In this study, the whole-breast mode sequence was used in both resolution
phantom and breast phantom scan, while the focusing mode sequence was used only in
the breast phantom scan with the three Ø5 mm spheres at the focus. In both modes,
the total scan time was 11 minutes (emulated by two 11 min. scans at each side). For the
breast phantom, we additionally added projections from two 11 min. measurements to
obtain one emulated 22 min. scan. In total, eight 11 min. whole-breast mode and focus-
ingmode scans of the breast phantomwere performed, and with this dataset four 22min.
whole-breast and focusing scans were also obtained.

5.2.4. Analysis of reconstructed images

All phantom images were reconstructed with a Maximum Likelihood Estimation Max-
imisation (MLEM) algorithm [192]. No attenuation correction or scatter correction was
applied. Besides visual inspection of the reconstructed images, we used the tumour-to-
background Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) to evaluate the image quality. The CNR is
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defined by:

CNR = �̄� − �̄�
𝜎 , (5.1)

where �̄� is the average signal in the tumour, �̄� denotes the average signal in the back-
ground, while 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the signal in the background region. The
regions-of-interest selected to determine tumour and background signals are shown in
Figure 5.5a.

The tumour phantom includes four sets of 3 spheres of the same size (Figure 5.3d). There-
fore, the data of 24 sphereswere available to determine themean and standard deviations
of the CNR for every tumour size in the 11 min. scans, while the data of 12 spheres were
used in the 22 min. scans.

5.3. Results

5.3.1. Resolution phantom

Figure 5.4 shows resolution phantom images for different slices, slice thicknesses and
phantom orientations at several iteration numbers. All images on the same row with the
same slice thickness are displayed with the same colour scale. From these images, it can
be inferred that in the transverse plane, the spatial resolution is location-dependent: in
the centre exactly in-between the two gamma cameras (Figure 5.4b), the spatial reso-
lution is poorer than in the regions close to one of the gamma cameras (5.4a and 5.4c).
Such a phenomenon is also observed in the coronal slices in 5.4e and 5.4f, in which the
upper and lower regions in each image appear clearer than the central part. There is
no significant variation along the transaxial direction of the phantom in the coronal scan,
therefore, only one slice in the centre of the phantom is shown in the coronal plane (5.4e).

From Figure 5.4a—c, the smallest rods that can be distinguished in the 4.5 mm transverse
slices are about Ø3.0 to Ø3.5 mm (depending on location) when a realistic 37 kBq/mL
activity concentration is used. When summing all slices (33 mm) together (Figure 5.4d),
Ø3.0 mm rods are clearly visible and even Ø2.7 mm rods can partly be seen. In the refer-
ence high-count phantom (filled with 370 kBq/mL activity), Ø2.7 mm rods are visible in
the 4.5 mm transverse slices near the two ends of the phantom and in the 33 mm thick
slices, but in the central part of the phantom, the smallest rods that can be distinguished
are Ø3.5 mm. In the coronal plane, the smallest distinguishable rods are Ø3.5 mm re-
gardless of the amount of activity and the slice thickness.

5.3.2. Breast phantom

Slices through the breast phantom images are displayed in Figure 5.5. In the 11 min.
whole-breast scan of a breast containing a realistic activity concentration (Figure 5.5b),
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Figure 5.4: Resolution phantom images obtained at different iterations. The top row shows the location, ori-
entation and thickness of the displayed slices. The second row shows the images obtained with a high activity
concentration of 370 kBq/mL activity (as a reference) while the other rows display images with a realistic
37 kBq/mL activity concentration obtained at different MLEM iterations filtered with a 2.0 mm FWHM Gaus-
sian kernel for better visualisation. Columns (a)—(c) show transverse slices of 4.5 mm thick taken at the two
ends and in the middle of the phantom when it was placed horizontally between the two (virtual) gamma cam-
eras. Column (d) displays a transverse slice of 33 mm thickness. Columns (e) and (f) display coronal slices with
4.5 mm and 33 mm slice thickness obtained from the phantom placed vertically.

the Ø8mm andØ7mm spheres are all clearly visible, while two out of three of the Ø6mm
spheres are visible. The Ø5 mm spheres cannot be distinguished from the background at
all. It also appears from the images that the background contains noise with spatial cor-
relations, meaning that structures that could be mistaken as lesions are visible. Though
buried in background noise in the whole-breast mode scan, the Ø5 mm spheres can be
better distinguished when scanning in the focusing mode (Figure 5.5c), both in the trans-
verse and the sagittal slices. For the 22 min. scan (5.5d and 5.5e), the background noise is
reduced, whichmakes the Ø6mm spheres better visible in the whole-breast mode, while
in the focusing mode, the Ø5 mm spheres are clearer than in the 11 min. scan. Moreover,
in the sagittal view, all spheres are elongated, which indicates that the spatial resolution
of the system is different in different directions as is also clear from the resolution phan-
tom scans. It is worth noting that the upper edges of the reconstructed volumes close
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to the chest wall are removed from displaying as they have artefacts due to the 15 mm
unusable edge of the detector [174].

Figure 5.5: The reconstructed slices of the breast phantom with the tumour phantom inside. (a) High-count
(550 kBq/mL injected in the tumour phantom and 55 kBq/mL injected in the breast phantom) scan of the
breast phantom as a reference image of the phantom. (b) 11 min. whole-breast scan of the breast phantom and
tumour phantom with realistic activity concentration (37 kBq/mL in tumour phantom and 3.7 kBq/mL in the
background). (c) 11 min. scan focusing at the Ø5mm spheres with realistic activity concentration. Only the part
of reconstructed slices in the focus is shown (therefore the sagittal slice through the Ø8 mm spheres is dubbed
N/A, i.e. Not Available). (d) and (e) 22 min. scans in whole-breast and focusing modes. All images have 4.5 mm
slice thickness and are taken from 16-iteration MLEM reconstructions, and a 2.0 mm FWHM Gaussian filter is
applied for better visualisation.

To better visualise the results in Figure 5.5, profiles (4.5 mm width; indicated by the red
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lines in Figure 5.5a) through the three rows of tumours are plotted in Figure 5.6 for differ-
ent scan modes and activity levels. The spheres invisible in Figure 5.5 show small ‘bumps’
in Figure 5.6, but can be hardly distinguished from the background.
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Figure 5.6: Profiles through tumour phantom from reconstructed slices (as indicated in Figure 5.5a). Recon-
structed activity in the high-countmeasurement is divided by 15 (ratio between high-count and realistic activity
concentrations), and at each profile, the reconstructed activity is normalised to the high-count measurement’s
maximum respectively.

Table 5.1 shows the average CNRs and their standard deviations. In our MP-MBT im-
ages, a CNR > 4 usually indicates that the sphere can be easily distinguished from the
background, while CNR < 3 indicate that it is impossible to distinguish them, which is
comparable to the Rose criterion [193]. The quantitative results in Table 5.1 confirm the
visual impression in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6.

Table 5.1: Average CNRs of the tumour phantom spheres of different sizes (and scan modes)

Ø (mm) sphere CNR of 11 min. scan CNR of 22 min. scan

8 6.0±1.4 7.9±1.4
7 4.3±1.1 5.6±0.8
6 3.4±1.2 4.5±0.6
5 1.7±1.0 2.4±0.9
5 (focusing) 3.2±0.9 3.8±0.5
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5.4. Discussion
In the resolution phantom images (Figure 5.4), slices near one of the two (virtual) gamma
cameras appear clearer than those at the centre in between the cameras. This phe-
nomenon exists regardless of the amount of activity inside the phantom. We believe that
this is due to the geometry of theMP-MBT system in which pinhole magnification factors
differ significantly depending on the location in the scanner. From [33], we estimate that
system resolution in the slice in between cameras (shown in Figure 5.4b)would be 6.6mm,
while for the slices close to one of the cameras (5.4a and 5.4c) better system resolutions
of 4.8 mmwere calculated. Therefore, it is understandable that the measurement reveals
poorer spatial resolution in-between the two gamma cameras than near one of them. Re-
constructed slices near the centre of the phantom are also lower in intensity than those
near the collimator, which is clearly visible in the images in Figure 5.4. We investigated
this issue by doing a full simulation of the resolution phantom scan (with/without at-
tenuation, with/without detector blur, with/without noise) in our VRT software. From
the simulations, we found that for noiseless projections, the middle part attains a similar
intensity as the peripheral parts only after hundreds of MLEM iterations, i.e. the central
part of the image converges slower than the peripheral parts. However, if we reconstruct
the experimental images with more iterations, the noise in the reconstructed images in-
creases which degrades visual image quality even if a post-filter is applied. Attenuation
of the gamma rays in the breast phantom plays only a minor role here.

In the images shown in Figure 5.5b and d, the presence of spatially correlated noise is the
main reason that the Ø5 mm spheres are not well visible. The pattern of the noise is very
similar in appearance to small lesions, which may cause false-positive diagnoses. Such
a noise pattern was also visible in our earlier simulation study for different collimators
[194]. However, in the high-count measurement (Figure 5.5a), the noise pattern is largely
reduced. Moreover, such a noise pattern is not commonly visible in low-sensitivity clin-
ical or preclinical SPECT images (complete sampling over 180°), which may suggest that
the observed noise pattern results from the interplay between limited count statistics
and sampling incompleteness. The cause of the pattern is still under investigation.

To overcome the correlated noise issue and increase the specificity ofMBT for smaller tu-
mours, the use of a longer acquisition time might be a solution, as has been shown by the
improvement of images in Figure 5.5d and 5.5e. Although only mild breast compression
is applied, for longer measurements, the comfort of patients may be impaired and risks
of motion artefacts can increase. Therefore, it could be impractical to increase acquisi-
tion time. Another solution may be using a different reconstruction algorithm. Instead
of MLEMwithout any prior information, a maximum a posteriori reconstruction [195] for
general purpose SPECT or PET and total variation reconstruction [196] for X-ray breast
tomosynthesis are reported to lead to improved noise characteristics. Therefore, fur-
ther investigation of different reconstruction algorithms for MP-MBT could be a subject
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of further research.

The whole-breast mode of MP-MBT could be performed to search for any lesions in the
breast at the diagnostic stage, while the focusing mode could be performed after a tu-
mour is detected with another modality, to confirm if a tumour was successfully treated,
or to characterise a tumour with known location, e.g. using different tracers. In this as-
pect the method has advantages over PET since SPECT has the unique ability to perform
multi-isotope imaging. From Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6 and Table 5.1, it is clear that the fo-
cusing mode of MP-MBT clearly outperforms the whole-breast mode. Such modes could
be highly interesting in combination with new tracers for tumour responses or to iden-
tify tumour types [197–201]. Compared with planar breast scintigraphy devices, MP-MBT
gives extra information on the 3rd dimension which is useful in determining the location,
size and shape of the tumour. Investigations still need to be done to check the tumour
detectability of MP-MBT (both whole-breast and focusing modes) compared with planar
breast scintigraphy to determine if the former is a good alternative for the latter.

5.5. Conclusion
To conclude, our group has built a setup to test the concept of MP-MBT. A Derenzo-
like resolution phantom showed that the system’s spatial resolution was about 3.5 mm,
while a breast phantom scan showed the smallest detectable tumours to be Ø6 mm in
the whole-breast mode and Ø5 mm in the focusing mode for a clinically realistic activity
concentration. Thus, sub-centimetre tumour detection is possible with the MP-MBT
system, though challenges related to reducing the correlated background noise remain.
MP-MBT might be a supplementary tool to the standard X-ray mammography or X-ray
breast tomosynthesis in diagnosing breast cancers because of its many unique imaging
capabilities e.g. characterising tissue.
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Appendix

Figure 5.7: The sequences of the two scan modes used in MP-MBT with respect to the multi-pinhole collimator.
For the whole-breast mode, the neighbouring scanned positions have 18 mm interval, while there is a 6 mm
horizontal shift between each neighbouring row; the vertical neighbouring rows have 1.5mmor 3.0mm interval.
For the focusing mode, the horizontal interval is fixed at 4.5 mm, while the vertical interval is either 1.5 mm or
3.0 mm.
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Multi-pinhole SPECT technology is currently widely applied in e.g. small animal imaging
and clinical cardiac imaging with proven success. This thesis aims to bring the multi-
pinhole collimation technique to breast cancer imaging, to improve 3D localisation and
detection of tumours in dense breasts which is a difficulty with the routine X-ray mam-
mography technology. To this end, a multi-pinholemolecular breast tomosynthesis (MP-
MBT) scanner was developed and validated.

This thesis builds on earlier simulation studies in our group for scanner geometry opti-
misation. The in-house simulation tools were validated at the start of this thesis. From
the simulations, we found out that conventional gamma detectors are not suitable for
MP-MBT, and a customised gamma detector design was required. Therefore, several
novel gamma detector setups were designed and evaluated in a simulation study and
the optimal setup was experimentally realised and characterised. As the performance
of the customised gamma detector met the initial requirements, we mounted a multi-
pinhole collimator onto the detector and integrated the whole gamma camera with a
robot arm enabling it to scan objects with a programmed sequence. Finally, phantom ex-
periments were carried out to evaluate the prototype MP-MBT and we can indeed image
sub-centimetre tumours in 3D.

In Chapter 2, the voxelized raytracing (VRT) software, which was developed earlier in
our group and used throughout the project, was described and validated for MBT. To
this end, the simulation results from VRT were compared with Monte Carlo simulations
which showed a difference in the (almost) noiseless projection images as low as 0.15% on
average. However, VRT was at least 300 times faster than an accelerated Monte Carlo
simulation in generating low-noise projections, which is useful in evaluating different
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systemdesigns. Moreover, in Chapter 2, we performed fullMonteCarlo simulations of the
whole MP-MBT system, including scattered photons and tracer activity in the torso (in
heart and liver), which were not considered in VRT. The Monte Carlo simulation showed
that scatters and torso activities would not be detrimental to MP-MBT images, however
we should keep inmind that activities in torso, heart and especially livermay contaminate
the detector when scanning very large breasts and a larger volume (include parts of the
torso) should be modelled in reconstruction.

The simulation results of earlier simulation studies, as well as Chapter 2, relied on a
gamma detector with a small dead edge on the side close to the patient’s chest. There
are such detectors on the market but these are very expensive. Therefore, we decided
to build our own detector. In Chapter 3, we simulated several gamma detector designs
based on a continuousNaI(Tl) scintillator and photomultiplier tube (PMT) readout, a com-
bination which has been proven to be cost-effective in the past half century. This mature
detector technology together with a special light-guide we introduced, the use of a max-
imum likelihood position estimation algorithm and black edge coating of the scintillator
ensured that we got sufficiently small dead edges. This special design could benefit any
application in which small dead edges are required.

From different layouts simulated in Chapter 3, we selected the best performing one and
built a prototype detector, as described in Chapter 4. This in-house-developed detector
was characterised experimentally and the results were very similar to those of the simu-
lations in Chapter 3. Therefore, the simulations in Chapter 3were implicitly validated and
may serve as a reference for future research in designing scintillation detectors. Chap-
ter 4 also showed that although our detector had small dead edge, its energy resolution
(thus capability to reject scatter based on the estimated energy of photons) at the edges
was poor. Fortunately, high energy resolution is not required for MP-MBT as Chapter 2
has shown that photon scattering is not detrimental to our application. Nevertheless, for
future studies on black-edge scintillators, the poor scatter rejection should be taken into
consideration. The dead edge of the built detector was about 15 mm, which was much
better than the 4 cm dead edge present in conventional gamma detectors, but it could
still be improved further. As 12 mm of these 15 mm dead edge was due to the scintillator
case to ensure a good sealing of the hygroscopic NaI(Tl) crystal, the dead edge can be
even smaller if the sealing space can be reduced in the future.

As reported in Chapter 5, we built a prototype system by integrating the customised
gamma detector with an optimised multi-pinhole collimator and a robot arm which en-
abled the detector to scanwith a programmed sequence. Two typical sequences, awhole-
breast scan (the entire volume of a breast is scanned) and a focusing scan (a long scan of
a small part of the breast volume), were tested. A resolution phantom and a breast phan-
tom filled with both a high and a clinically realistic activity of 99mTc were scanned. The
resolution phantom scan revealed the spatial resolution ofMP-MBTwas non-uniform, i.e.
the closer to one of the collimators, the higher spatial resolution we could obtain. The
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breast phantom scan showed that the smallest tumour visible in an 11-minute whole-
breast scan with a realistic activity was about Ø6 mm. In a focusing scan, which is a
unique feature of MP-MBT, small tumours of Ø5 mm could be very well distinguished
from the background. Moreover, when increasing the scan time from 11 minutes to 22
minutes, the image quality was further improved. The detection of even smaller tumours
with MP-MBT was hard mainly due to the fact that the noise in the reconstructed images
was spatially-correlated, i.e. the noise and smaller tumours in the reconstructed images
had similar blob-like shapes and were hard to distinguish from each other. The scan-
ning results from the high-activity breast phantom showed much less noise correlation
which suggested that the noise pattern was most likely due to a interplay of low numbers
of counts and limited angular information in the setup.

The current MP-MBT prototype is a proof-of-concept setup and still far from a device
that can be used in the clinic. The results from Chapter 5 indicate that the MP-MBT
technology would probably not replace the current breast cancer diagnosis routine, but
rather be a supplementary tool to it. In principle, its unique focusing mode can be an
effective method for post-operation examination, e.g. MP-MBT can focus on the loca-
tion where there used to be a tumour to determine if it was successfully removed after
treatment. As the major limitation of MP-MBT is its suboptimal resolution-sensitivity
trade-off and object sampling, future research about nuclear medicine in breast cancer
imaging should focus on advanced methods to deal with these shortcomings, e.g. ad-
vanced reconstruction methods utilising a priori information or deep learning methods.
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in the Eindhoven-Delft route or the Eindhoven-Utrecht route for almost four years every
day. But she made it. I learned a lot about how to use our group software and what to
consider in deep learning and from Yuan, which dramatically facilitated my work. When
I ordered parts from China for my project, Yuan introduced her logistic contact to me
which saved my time searching for information and a lot of project budget. It was also so
nice to cook with her after her relocation in Delft. We would have cooked more if there
was no such coronavirus crisis. Minh’s arrival in our group was a surprise for me and
Jarno. It was only one day before his arrival and we were asked to pick a new PhD can-
didate up in the train station that we knew there would be a new member in our group.
After Minh started in our group, besides quickly getting familiar with his research, he
also learned driving, had a son, learned swimming and participated in badminton tour-
naments. I also wanted to copy his road but got stuck at the learning driving step... Minh
helped me a lot in my PhD project whenever I needed to transport some heavy stuff, as
well as in my postdoc project, in which he is really expert. Monika joined our group at the
end of my PhD. I tried to speak Swedish to her but it did not work well, as my Swedish
was almost overwritten by Dutch, and Swedish still differs a lot from Norwegian in pro-
nunciation. We worked on the same project which made it easier for us to verify our own
results as we could often compare with each other. I wish Yuan, Minh and Monika’s PhD
projects will go on smoothly and quickly in the future.

In the office, our group shared the same coffee table with the Luminescence group and
we often had a coffee break together. I have met Hongde already during the lunchtime
in my interview. When I was in Sweden, I rarely went to restaurants, and neither did
my friends. We always cooked together. However, when I started in the Netherlands,
Hongde did not want to cook with me but often asked me to go out for dinner. The
times I went to restaurants with Hongde exceeded the times I went to restaurants in my
entire two years in Sweden. Weronika was not only a colleague but also my flatmate.
She always made me think of Maria Skłodowska-Curie (I will not mistake the spelling
anymore), and I learned a lot about Poland and flying from her. Roy triggered my interest
in beer culture in my second year in the Netherlands until I realised that I am physically
not capable of feeling the joy of alcohol. Anna was the ‘queen’ of the coffee table. The trip
she organised in Lower Silesia was the best group trip I had in the five years. I still would
like to eat bigos once. Johan was always generous and helpful whenever I needed to use
the tool or facility in his lab. I was amazed by the fact that he cycled from Sassenheim
to Delft to work almost every day with good weather (35 km one way!). Francesco also
helped me when I calibrated our newly bought PMTs and scintillator. He also gave me
a lot of advice on my frequent trips to Italy. Evert was the person who made our not-
well-functioning PhD community work. Respect! Maybe he did not know, but in my RID
24/7 pass application, I put his name there as the person with whom I stayed together
outside regular working hours. Maarten was actually another person who often stayed
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with me outside regular working hours. He promised to organise a stamppot party in his
apartment. But because of the damned coronavirus, it has not taken place yet. I still look
forward to it Maarten! Tianshuai always looks forward to his next paper. I am sure he
will get a nice position in China. Giácomo was often the only person having lunch with
our group. We always talked about the bad weather when waiting for the microwave. Lei,
as a Shanxi Ren, taught me how to cook the best MenMian with the material we could
get in the Netherlands. Mubiao was a great example for me about how to make full use
of our holidays in travelling in Europe. Adey told me his story from Iraq to Greece to
the Netherlands, which was difficult but fortunately the story had a happy ending. John
had a comment on the Dutch football team when he was in the group. He should now
be more satisfied. Anouk helped me many times, especially for inviting the committee
members for my PhD defence. Erik took every chance to promote his students’ company.
It was lucky for his students with a start-up idea to have a supervisor like him. Prof.
Pieter Dorenbos was the person I cannot avoid when I wrote about scintillators in my
papers since my master project. When I introduced my master project to Freek in my
interview, he promoted RID as ‘the building where LaBr3 was discovered’. Pieter was the
first person to agree to be a member of my doctoral committee (on a Saturday!) when we
were desperately looking for people, which I was very grateful for.

Over time I received a lot of help from many colleagues in RID, to whom I would like
to say thanks. The SBD people: Henk, Koos, Radboud, Bouke, Erwin, Josetta, Marlies,
and Christian, helped me when I needed to use any available radioactive sources in the
building and ensured my (and others’) safety when I conducted experiments. When I
needed the Tc-koe for my experiment, Jolanda was always there to contact the hospital
and arrange it for me, which I felt very grateful for. Malte, Ernst, Kevin and many of the
DEMO guys were in charge of the mechanical works involved in my project. They did
an excellent job so that our design on-screen could finally become a real thing. Stefan
Brunner shared a lot of his knowledge of SiPM and optical interface with me when he
was here and after he started in Broadcom. Valerio helped me with GATE installation on
the cluster and shared his experience about using GATE on our cluster with me. Gia-
como Borghi introduced the magic device of digital SiPM to me and his paper on gamma
detector calibration also inspired me a lot. I wish Valerio and Giacomo would get their
PhD degree soon. Pablo was oncemymentor and he helpedme by sharing his knowledge
about how to enrich NaTcO4 solutions. Antonia was also my mentor and she was always
passionate about work and people and so easy to talk to. Dr. Yao cooked together with
me multiple times and she also told me who I should turn to when I have a radiochem-
ical question. When I had a problem with fluid, I turned to Liu Zheng and he gave me
several lab tours about the problems and solutions in his research. The WuXiang NiuRou
he made was unsurpassed. LongGe (Li Zhaolong) opened the door of buying experiment
material/equipment on Taobao to me, which exponentially accelerated my project and
saved our group budget. He also gave me a chance to thank Alibaba and Jack Ma papa.
LongGe was not only a colleague but also my former flatmate and current landlord. He
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allowed me to stay in the apartment after he moved out so that I did not have to sleep
under a bridge. I missed his cooking and his pressure cooker somuch after hemoved out.
Tian Bei was one of the very few LaoXiang Imet in Europe. We had very nice timesmaking
Baozi and Shaomai and playing board games together. I would have passed my driving
exam a long time ago if I knew her husband Ruiqi had a driving simulator. Evgenii started
his PhD just a few weeks before me and we met at the Dutch lesson. He continued Dutch
learning and mastered this language, which was not so common among our foreigners
here. Shasha enjoyed her time in the Netherlands partly because of the dinners she had
in our apartment. She also invited me for lunch in Tsinghua several times after she went
back to China which was very delicious. Zhou Zhou and I somehow ‘worked’ on the same
project shortly, as he needed to use our lab and I opened the door for him occasionally.
His research of imaging the microscope from Antoni van Leeuwenhoek was probably the
most advertisable work in our institute, as I even heard an introduction of it when I vis-
ited Rijksmuseum Boerhaave in Leiden. Xinmin and Yifan chose to start their PhD after
quite some years of working experience, which I could hardly imagine how difficult it
could be to return to a university from a working place. But they both did good jobs and
have seen the dawn of finishing. Jouke was in charge of all the computation issues in his
group but also shared his knowledge about our cluster with our group frequently. He
was also my neighbour for 2 years and told me a lot of very interesting stories about the
past 50 years. Stefan van der Sar and I had a lot of interesting discussions about football:
Manchester United and Dutch National (both male and female) teams. The PhD commu-
nity guys and girl, namely Remco, Hanan, Maxim, Evert, Maarten, and Giácomo (the last
three please also refer to the previous paragraph), I think we should be proud of our job.
I feel accomplished by helping hold all the activities, and I am sure the PhD community
will continue doing great jobs in the future. Many other people in our institute helped
me in all different forms or shared fun time with me that I cannot describe one by one
here: René, Ico, Peter van Biesen, Haixing, Qian Kun, Peng Bo, Yaolin, Fengjiao, Xuefei,
Wenqin, Guorui, Huanhuan, Jiawei, Bowei, Liu Ming, Wang Chao, Runze, Hamutu, Yibole,
Ma Chao, Shen Qi, Fengqi.

My alumni fromZhejiangUniversity have been like familymembers ofmine in theNether-
lands in the five years. We have held several successful activities like trailwalks, group
dinners, BBQ, etc, and it was always great to remember those good old days in Hangzhou.
Hou Zhe was the person who picked me to the alumni contact list. When he left Delft he
asked me to continue organising activities with the alumni here and I tried to do that. I
wish him to return to Delft and receive his PhD degree soon. ZhuanGe (Tao Xuan) was
the first alumnus I met in Delft in person. He was also the most ZheDaised person (who
stayed in Hangzhou for only 2.5 years) I have ever seen. The SanGuoSha he gave me was
one of the very few entertainments I could have during the coronavirus quarantine pe-
riod. Tianyuan was the initiator of every trailwalk and as a marathon runner, these 15 —
18 km flat land trailwalk routes were so easy for her. I did not dare to run with her once
which was a pity. ZheGe (Li Zhe) was one of the few people I met who took Dutch lan-
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guage and society learning seriously. Though not from Beijing, his Beijing dialect could
get my endorsement. I first heard of Zheng Xuan frommy officemate Yuan andmet her at
several trailwalks including an improvised one in the suburb of Stockholm. Together with
Gao Zhenyu, another trailwalk activist, we have plannedmore dinners in Amsterdam, but
unfortunately, the dinners could not be realised because of the coronavirus crisis. Cai Sh-
ufan opened a new door about how the younger generation lives for me. It is not proper
to describe most of his stories here, but one very impressive case was that he once or-
ganised a party at my apartment and I told him I could arrange up to six chairs. But he
still invited eight people and asked several of my neighbours for the rest chairs, which
was a solution I really appreciated. There are also many other alumni who I could not de-
scribe our happy time together with one by one here: Jingyi, Wuyang, Wang Meng, Wang
Qu, Feng Kesong, Jia Kangjun, Fangzhou, Zhang Tian, Hu Xin, etc. My language partner
Pau was actually also a ZheDa alumnus and it was (almost) not under my influence. He
kept me practising Dutch regularly after I finished all free courses. Het is ook heel leuk
om de concerten van Rotterdams Philharmonisch Orkest met Pau te gaan. MingShu (Ma
Ming) and Zilong were my two other flatmates. The time we had dinners together was
memorable and I learned a lot about the academic world in China from them.

My friends in Sweden supported me during my master’s study and continued support-
ing me in my PhD. My master supervisor Mamo understood my decision of joining Delft
and turning the CSC PhD opportunity in his group down. When Marlies interviewed me
via Skype, she asked if I have any reference contacts. I gave her Mamo’s contact before
realising that I should first ask for his permission. I immediately sent Mamo an email,
but he replied almost instantly that he had already talked with Marlies on a phone call
and recommended me. We met almost every year during IEEE conference and I wish we
can continue meeting at this conference. My master’s classmate Liyun, together with my
neighbour Yuquan, organised activities in Stockholm and provided me with chances to
return. I also attended the PhD defence of Liyun. Though I did not manage to stay in
the lecture room for the entire session (> 2.5 hours!), it was very interesting to experi-
ence a different style of PhD defence. LouZhu (Chen Hongjian) was in the same bachelor
and master programme as me in Hangzhou and Stockholm. After I came to the Nether-
lands, he continued his PhD in KTH. Every year his research circle has a conference in
Rotterdam, I met him every January. It was like a yearly appointment, which I liked very
much.

In the end, I would like to thankmy family. My uncle, aunt, and cousins hostedme several
times during my trips in the US which were extraordinary experiences. My parents have
been waiting for seven years since I left for Europe. It has been too long, and now it is
finally the time to return.
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